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EDITOR'S NOTE

Thanks to all members who have submitted articles and reports, it makes Bulletin production
much easier, though there is always space for contnbuttons from new authors  Thanks to Mary and
Christine Reid for typing some of the articles for me, and to Jim Cook, Colin Reid and the girls for
proof reading and helpful comments

Contributions for the next Bulletin, both arttcles and line drawings, are always welcome and
may be submitted at any ttme dunng the year

Anne Reid



SOCIETY REPORTS

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

I am pleased to submit my second report on another very successful year, the millennium
year, and one I greatly enjoyed  Perhaps the most pleasing aspects have been those which ind,cate
that the Society enjoys a good "state of health", and revolve members showing their skills in both the
lecture theatre and the field, as well as with the pen in contributions to thts Bulletin. Lecture activities
involved the Ballingers in their talk on "Two Woods and a Pond", given as part of the Dundee
Afternoon Lecture series, and the involvement of eight of our members in four of the formal lectures of
our syllabus The first of these, by Jim Cook and Gordon Maxwell, had to be prepared at very short
notice when the advertised speaker was unable to attend

In the field, we completed the Balkello Woodland Walk nature trad and we have a good stock
of descriptive leaflets, thanks ,n great part to the efforts of Ned Burford, a good friend of the Society
We also made significant contributions to Lichen and Garden Bird Surveys carried out as part of the
Dundee Changing Nature project. As ever, the Carsegowniemulr project has involved many members,
and especially Jim Cook, in field work in all weathers.  Our outings programme has been most
successful, and I am most indebted to all who have taken part in carrying out recces, in leading, and in
writing and editing the accounts of the outings that appear in these pages

I am sure that you will be pleased to see the names of Dr Gordon Corbet and Margaret
McLaren on the syllabus this year, as Hon Vtce President and Secretary respectively. Dr Corbet, now
retired, is doing work of great value in Nature Conservation in Fife and we are honoured to be able to
call upon him for advice, now that he is one of our members  Margaret replaced Doug Palmer, who
has carried on as membership secretary for one year to allow his successor to settle in We are much
indebted to Doug for the efficient way he has gone about his work, which included having to learn lots
of "new tricks" in managing computerlsed records, and of course to Margaret, who has made the
transition seem so simple and who has guided me through the year  Thanks are also due to Gert
Robertson who has had to step down as one of the Society's auditors, and to Frances Towns who has
agreed to take on the whole of the auditing by herself

This has been a memorable year for me, marred only by the death of EiJeen Kidney, a very
able past president, and, just very recently (January 2001) by the sad news of the passing on of Mrs
Elizabeth Leitch, our Hon Vice-President (obituary in next issue)  I would like to thank all Council
members and Office Bearers who have done so much on your behalf, and who have made my tasks
so enjoyable and easy.

Bede Pounder

Reports on most of the activities referred to are to be found elsewhere in this Bulletin. Ed

CARSEGOWNIEMUIR REPORT

As always, it has been a busy year for our small band of stalwarts  The tree measuring
seemed to take longer this year, because of inclement weather, but was completed by mid January
Several visits were made in early summer by small groups to clear wdlowherb from the paths and pull
ragwort  Over the past few years our efforts at ragwort clearance have really paid off Where once
the quarry was filled with a sheet of yellow fn late summer, in stark contrast to surrounding fields, the
ground now maintains only relatively small isolated patches  Certainly, ragwort is excellent as a
'refilling station' for butterflies and some flies but ts also a noxious weed. We do need to keep it m
check to remain on good terms w,th neighbounng farmers If only the rosebay wlllowherb was as easy
to deal with!

Our planting slogan this year was "A thousand living trees for the millenn,umW" and I'm
delighted to report that we achieved this A number of Nats worked hard to help us to achieve this
very creditable total. Small groups started to go up to the quarry early m October to start digging holes
in preparation for the planting day  A jumper was planted early in the season, to give its roots a
chance to grow a little before the cold weather set in. Ewan McGregor featured prominently in these
endeavours  Margaret Duncan and Margaret McLaren also helped. On the planting day itself, 26th
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November, a total of 44 trees were planted, staked, mulched with
newspaper, protected by wire cyhnders and, finally, reinforced with rings of
stones and earthen banks The number may not seem large but the effort
required was considerable Wdhng and able helpers were Daphne and Bill
McFarlane-Smith, Les Tucker, Mamle Bruce-Gardyne, Margaret Duncan,
Margaret McLaren, Jim Cook and, later m the afternoon, Ewan McGregor
The next Sunday a small group, Margaret McLaren, Marjone Tennant and
Jim Cook, dug holes and planted the remaining eight ash trees, to give a
grand total of 53 trees planted this autumn. The number of hvmg trees in
the quarry now stands at 1006 which puts us a little above the
thousand-tree target.

Jim Cook

TECHNICAL CONVENER'S REPORT

Once again we organised and ran a series of popular spring
evening excursions m and around Dundee. The venues were

Thursday 18th May
Tuesday 23rd May
Tuesday 30th May
Tuesday 6th June
Thursday 15th June
Tuesday 20th June

Trottick Ponds
Harecralgs and Stannergate.
Western Cemetery, Perth Road
Vmny Den, Letham
Carsegowmemulr Quarry
Easthaven beach and coastal sands

They were much enjoyed by groups of between about eight and fifteen Nats members The
records collected were entered into Dundee Museum as part of our contnbuhon to their Mdlennial
'Wildlife Stocktake' of the Dundee area.

The other big project of the year was the Millennial Lichen Survey. A number of members
including Anne Reid, Margaret Duncan, Margaret McLaren, Marjone Tennant, Gordon Maxwell,
Shelagh Gardiner, Joy and Vic Cammack, Helen Blackburn, Ewan McGregor and Jim Cook spent a lot
of hme surveying and reporting in the spring and early summer (and in some cases well into the
autumn) The Society had surveyed the hchen distribution of the Dundee area back m the late 1970s
and it was suggested that we repeat this task this year to prowde a comparison  The work was
co-ordinated by Richard Bnnklow and Graham McLean of Dundee Museum and finally completed m
early November  It was a grand collective effort  A number of commumty groups and others
contributed records as well (See below)

Jim Cook

CHANGING NATURE

This proJect was run by Dundee Museums to gather a wide range of JnformatJon about the local
enwronment m Dundee at the Mdlenmum, and to revolve as many local people and commumty groups
as possible. Dundee Naturahsts' Society was the major contributor to the survey of Air Pollution and
Lichens and members played a significant part in the Garden Bird Surveys Reports on both these
surveys are below

Other Changing Nature surveys included Life of the Dighty Burn (history, rubbish,
invertebrates and herons), The Ground Under our Feet (rocks, quarries etc), At the Mouth of the
Tay (Broughty beach rubbish survey, worm survey), Built to Last (best and worst Dundee buildings),
City Wildlife (frogspawn, housemartms, land use) and Looking Forward, Looking Back (spoken and
written memories, perceptions and dreams). All of these enabled a detaded picture of some aspects of
the Dundee enwronment to be built up. All the results of these surveys are displayed m the Changing
Nature Exhibition in the McManus Galleries which runs for the whole of 2001, and which should be
compulsory wewmg for all Nats members
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MILLENNIUM GARDEN BIRD SURVEYS

This part of Changing Nature was approached in two ways to find out as much as possible
about the birds to be found in Dundee gardens. Graham McLean, the Changing Nature co-ordinator,
Ron Downing of the Dundee group of the RSPB and Anne Reid of DNS worked together to set up the
surveys

The 'instant' survey was designed to be filled in on the spot, not entading any prolonged effort
It was done at the Spring and Autumn Flower Shows after a pilot weekend in March at the museum
To make it easy for the general public, the museum prowded stuffed specimens of all the 20 species
of birds listed, so that, even if unsure of identifications, people could say whether or not a particular
bird had been seen m their garden The aim was to find a 'top ten' list for Dundee Over 400 people
took part in this survey over the whole of Dundee and the surrounding area and the resulting order of
the twenty listed birds was.

1 Blackbard          6. Blue tit           11 Dunnock         16. Great tit
2 House sparrow      7 Carrion crow      12 Feral pigeon      17. Coal tit
3 Starling            8 Collared dove      13. Song thrush       18 Wren
4 Wood pigeon       9 Chaffinch         14. Greenfinch       19. Sparrowhawk
5. Robin            10. Hemng gull        15 Black-headed gull  20. Siskm

The apparent dominance of the top ten by the some of the larger species may reflect those
which members of the pubhc found easiest to identify, or birds which are obvious without careful
observation

The second survey was designed to run for the whole of 2000 to assess the numbers of each
species present m gardens m each month of the year  As might be expected, the commitment
reqmred meant that relat:vely few people completed records for all twelve months  A slgmficant
number of those who did were Nats members Enough records were submitted to enable a graph to be
plotted for each species, showing its presence or absence in gardens over the year with an indication
of the numbers involved.

Our thanks must go to all who completed the surveys, and especially the monthly one, which
enabled a snapshot of Dundee's garden birds at the MIllennium to be recorded

Anne Reid

LICHENS AND AIR POLLUTION

Starting m early January 2000, more than twenty members of the Society re-surveyed the
hchens of Dundee and the surrounding area using a similar, but updated version of the methodology
used in the Society's original survey back m 1975.  Some of the original partlc:pants once again took
part although several admitted to needing to refresh their rather rusty identification skills

Nine hundred survey forms were completed, each normally recording the hchens present on a
single tree. This effort has produced a superb set of data containing between four and five thousand
accurately Iocahsed individual records of hchens.

All lichens are sensitive to air pollution (particularly sulphur dioxide), but some are more
sensitive than others, so mapping the distribution of different types of lichens has allowed the
approximate level of air pollution in and around Dundee to be plotted

The good news is that the results demonstrate clearly that Dundee has a remarkably rich and
vaned lichen flora which has improved considerably since the 1975 survey, demonstrating reduced
pollution levels (of sulphur dioxide)

Healthy specimens of Usnea, the most pollution sensitive species, have now been found in the
City's parks and suburban housing estates  As Usnea now occurs on many young as well as well
estabhshed trees it is clear that re-colomsatJon is widespread. The slightly more pollution tolerant
species of Evemia and Parmelia are also now much more widespread and found almost right In to the
city centre  Considerable variation was detected both between trees of different species and nearby
trees of the same specIes. Thins appears to correlate with factors such as the degree of shading,
humidity and protection from prevmhng winds showing that many rater-related factors can influence the
distribution of our local wddlife
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SO2 pollution 1976

Although the overall air quality shown by lichen distribution has improved there are marked
local variations especially near the major roads where pollutants other than sulphur dioxide are the
likely cause Also, the air quality in the surrounding countryside while still reasonably clean, has not
shown the same trend of improvement as within Dundee and this may indicate that some of our air
pollution is now being spread more widely rather than remaining Iocahsed

I would like to thank members for all the time and effort put into carrying out the survey and to
The Heritage Lottery Fund, Scottish Natural Heritage and Dundee City Council who have provided
financial assistance

Richard Bnnklow



DEREK ROBERTSON MEMORIAL FUND
July - August 2000

This has been the year of the survey  The Derek Robertson Memorial Fund funded and
organised a survey of invertebrates along the Seaton Cliffs SWT Reserve near Arbroath As reported
last year, your Society and members of the local branch of the Scottish Wildlife Trust raised a total of
the best part of £1000, a very creditable sum  This was used to fund the survey work during the
summer by Jennifer Carfrae, a graduate of Dundee University's Department of Biological Sciences.
The project had been proposed by Richard Brlnklow, of Dundee Museum and also a DNS member,
and refined by a small SWT working group

She spent two days a week over a 5-week period doing a series of sweep-net investigations of
eight different habitats along the cliffs   Mostly she worked alone but at various times was
accompanied by society members - Anne Reid, Richard Brmklow, Jim Cook and others. Another part
of the project was for Jennifer to lead an excursion for members of the general public along the
chff-top trail and describe and explain her findings This she ably did, during an breezy but reasonably
dry Sunday at the end of August

Jennifer has produced a detailed report and the results are being analysed They wfll form a
useful contribution to the records of Seaton Cliffs and we hope will be published in an article in the
SWT magazine  They will form a fitting tribute to the memory of Dr Derek Robertson, who is
remembered with affection and admiration by so many of us

Jim Cook

MILLENNIUM PROJECT
BALKELLO COMMUNITY WOODLAND

Although most members will be aware of this MiIlenmum project, I thought it would be of
interest to put on record a few details of how it came about

Despite seeming like ages ago now, 1999 may still be remembered as a time when societies
like ours were giving thought to how they might celebrate the end of the second mlllenmum by
producing something that might benefit future generations  It was then
that Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook learned that the owner of the
Balkello Community Woodland in the Sidlaws, Roland Park, was
anxious to see a nature trail of some sort on hÿs land, and at a time
when Angus Council was advertising a Community Fund to aid
millenmum projects  I therefore put in an application for £200 from the
fund, to go towards a nature trail project, and thts was duly granted in
July of 1999.

With cash m the bank, the three of us were then morally obliged
to get things into mot=on, so a series of surveys over the ground was
carried out, helped by Gordon's detailed knowledge of the natural
history of the area Roland Park took us on a hair-raising landrover trek
along rough deeply rutted rocky tracks which contained several hairpin
bends and steep slopes with gradients of 1 in 4  By early 2000, after
several visits and drafts, the general design of a descriptive leaflet to a
Balkello Woodland Walk had been agreed, and handed over to Nell
Burford, a good friend of the Nats, who set about producing a
computerised detaded design that could be used directly by a pnnter
While Ned was strugghng to solve some unexpected computer
problems, a dozen very heavy five foot long marker posts were
acquired from Murthly Sawmills, deep in the heart of rural Perthshire.
They were driven back to Dundee at a sedate speed in a vehicle
designed to take only a fraction of the weight! It only just survived as
did the driver Each post had a sloping upper end surface to shed the
rain, and these had to have the gram filled before being routered with
an appropriate numeral

In order to withstand inevitable attempts at vandalism, it was
necessary to have each post cemented into a three foot deep pit, a task



which requtred vtgorous assaults against the rock and boulder-strewn substrate in thts area of the
Stdlaws by a team conststmg of myself, Gordon Maxwell, Doug Palmer and Davte Stein on the low and
intermediate level terrain, and a magnificent solo effort by Jim Cook on the much more formtdable
terrain at the higher levels Once the pits were dug, the posts needed to be wedged in poslhon with
stones and boulders before a final application of cement This posed a daunting problem - how would
we mix it, and how would we carry the loads over the difficult terrain and up the steep slopes'ÿ It was
here that Roland Park came to the rescue He personally mtxed the cement, and appeared with it on a
tractor-drawn trailer, so all we had to do was sit amongst the wet cement and posts on the back of the
trader, close our eyes on the hatrpm bends and steep slopes, and jump off and get to work with shovels
when each of the previously excavated pits was reached Roland Park also contributed handsomely to
the financial costs of printing the leaflets which had benefited from an additional and unexpected
donation of cash to the Society for its contnbuhons to a local conservation project.

Well, our part of the job should be fimshed by the time you read this, and I must take off my
hat to all those who took part in the project  thank you allt So why not go over to Balkello? You
should find a dispenser stocked with leaflets m the car park at NO 364385 Leaflets from the Society
should also be avaflable at local Tourist Offices, Libraries, and other places hkely to be visited by folk
with an interest m Natural History.

Bede Pounder

SPRING/SUMMER WEEKENDS AND LONGER EXCURSIONS

Do you know just how many Nats spring weekends we've had'ÿ A grand total of 27! The
Society has also orgamsed a few autumn weekends and longer trips Haven't we done well?

Here, for the record, is a brief summary hst, but there is more reformation available  If you
would hke a copy of the complete list of all the actiwttes please contact either the secretary, Margaret
McLaren, or myself

Year         Menue              Leader                    Organiser

1974         Dumfries            Dr Davtd M Shepherd        Dr Shepherd
1975         Berwlck on Tweed    Jim Cook                  Betty McClure
1976         Kindrogan           Brian Brookes & staff        Joan Thomson
1977         Kingussle           Hon.Douglas Weir           Joan Thomson
t977 (week)   Bettyhdl             Dr Bernard Kenworthy        Joan Thomson

(Aberdeen University)
1978         Lochgilphead         Richard Brinklow            Joan Thomson
1979         Ayr                Margaret Duncan            Ruth Arnold
1980         Bute                Brian Allan                 Margaret Philip
1981         Strathpeffer         Jtm Cook                  Frances Towns
1982         Loch Awe           Adam Ritchte               Marjone Tennant
1983         Bamburgh/Farne Is    Joan Thomson              Edeen Kidney
1984         Kmdrogan           Kmdrogan staff             Edeen Kidney
1985         Omch               Edeen Ktdney               Joan Thomson
1985(autumn) Glen Clova hostel     Jtm Cook                  Jtm Cook
1986         Speystde            Joan Thomson              Eileen Kidney
1986(autumn) Pitlochry hostel       Colin Cunnmgham           Jim Cook
1987         Galashiels           Brian Allan/Leonore Fullerton  Dorothy Fyffe
1987(autumn) Glen Clova hostel     Jim Cook                  Jim Cook
1988         Glencoe             Leonore Fullerton            Dorothy Fyffe
1988(autumn) Aviemore hostel      Jim Cook                  Jim Cook
1989         Aberdeen           Jim Cook                  Jim Cook
1990         Bamburgh/Farne Is    Brian Allan                 Jenny Allan
1991         Speystde            Leonore Fullerton            Marjone Tennant
1992 (4 day)   Sdverdale, Cumbna.   Brian Allan                 Jenny Allan
1993         Glasgow            Jtm Cook                  Marjone Tennant
t994 (4 day)   Skye               Doreen Fraser              Marjone Tennant
1995         Oban               Doug Palmer/Jim Cook       Dorothy Fyffe
1995 (week)   Orkney             Jÿm Cook                  Jtm Cook
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1996         Speyside
1996 (week)   Outer Hebrides
1997 (4 day)  Galloway
1997 (week)   Shetland
1998         Loch Lomond
1999         Inverness
2000         Ayrshtre

Jim Cook                  Doug Palmer
Jim Cook                  Jim Cook
Gordon Maxwell/Bede Pounder Doug Palmer
Jim Cook                  Jim Cook
Jim Cook                  Doug Palmer
Bede Pounder              Mgt.McLaren/RomaMdler
Doug Palmer               Helen Blackburn

Dorothy Fyffe and Jim Cook

OBITUARIES

EILEEN KIDNEY

We were all very saddened to hear of the death, on 9th July, of Eileen Kidney A member of
the Society for very many years, she was a hard-working and very effective President m the late
1980s  A former teacher of chemistry at Morgan Academy, she was not just revolved but took an
active part m a number of orgamsabons in Dundee apart from the Naturalists

In the Society we will remember her as a lady who was full of vim and vlgour, always on the
go, ready, wllhng and able to tackle any task, solve any problem  She was a good organlser, being
revolved with running countless meetings, finding speakers, and helping to organise weekends and day
excursions Other more mundane but still important tasks attracted her attention as well  She took a
leading role in helping to solve our problems with finance in the late '80s They were then taken over,
very ably, by Brian Allan who served as treasurer for a number of years

Edeen was also great fun to be with and could find the humour in situations where many others
could not  On the weekend excursions she could be the life and soul of the party, especially when
relaxing in the evenings. I can also remember her keeping everyone amused dunng a hard-working
ViSit to Carsegowmemuwr Quarry in 1994 Although infirmity kept her indoors over the last few years,
we shall miss her very much

Jim Cook

BOB PHILIP
An Appreciabon

Late October marked the closing of a slgmficant chapter in the history of Dundee Naturahsts'
Society, with the passing of Bob Phihp He had been a stalwart member for the best part of 30 years,
although increasing infirmities had curbed his achvltles in recent times

More significantly, Bob was one of the three members who dÿd so much to help the Society
back to success after it nearly collapsed in 1972  Ehzabeth Lettch and Joan Thompson both took a
leading role in the resurrecbon at the AGM of that year and Mrs Leltch became President She rapidly
built up membership and then Bob Phdlp took over the post three years later During his term of office
the Society thrived, with well over 200 members and large turn outs to both summer and winter events
A number of the summer Saturday oubngs were so popular that we needed two coaches to transport
us all to the venue, and audiences of over 100 were common at winter meetings Ah, those were the
days1

Bob, ably supported by his wife Margaret, inaugurated several slgmflcant innovations He was
prominent in helping to orgamse the first weekend trip, to Dumfnes, in 1974  In 1976 they mwted a
number of us to a Ne'er-day beach excursion, followed by food and refreshments in their house This
was the occasion when Margaret had devised a compebbon with points for finding (rare!) specimens
on Momfleth beach, and Dorothy Fyffe won by picking up one of only three troy cowrie shells (plantedl)
on the vast expanse of sand. We all enjoyed the day so much that it led, through several further trials,
to the winter - and summer - barbecues with achvitles  We have to thank the Phdips for coming up
with the idea Bob was also directly revolved m encouraging the development of the post of Technical
Convenor and the acbvlbes that resulted Dunng his presidency the Society carried out the first of our
major wddhfe surveys, of the lichens on trees and rocks around Dundee, in 1977-78 We were able to
draw a map of the sulphur dioxide polluhon zones in and around the city using the collected data and



the Courier eventually published a btg article about it. The numerous other surveys and activities that
conhnue to this day stem directly from this mnovahon

After rehral from the Prestdency, Bob continued to take an active part in Society affairs and
was always keen and witling to encourage publicity.  He encouraged the early investigations that
eventually led to the long-running Carsegowmemuir project and suggested and helped to sponsor the
'fun day' for youngsters at Crombie Country Park in 1992 Even though he and Margaret retired north,
Bob was encouraging our Society affairs until very recently.  Only last year he contributed to the
production of the new blue Society badges for the Millennium. We owe htm so much and will always
remain m his debt. His memory wdl be honoured with affection and gratitude.

Jim Cook

JAMES REVILLE

James Reville RSW, dted on 27th February 2000 at Rose House Nursing Home, Dundee. He
was a gifted artist and will be remembered in Dundee for his work But I will remember htm as a very
keen walker with Dundee CHA Club who took the opportunity to join with the Dundee Naturahsts'
Society on thetr walks and who quietly satd after succeeding Jn chmbing to the top of Ben Lawers with
the Soctety, m July 1983, that he would hke It m hts obituary that he had achieved thts feat at the grand
old age of 78 yearsW

Dorothy Fyffe

Bob McLeod has reformed us that Jean Cram, one of the Arbroath members who regularly
attended Nats outings for about ten years, died m February 2000.

WINTER MEETINGS 2000

TENTSMUIR BARBECUE
2nd January

Despite bad weather m many parts of the country, the day dawned fine, though there was a
stiff breeze blowing  The word 'bracing' sprang to mind when I thought of the wide expanse of the
beach at Kmshaldy Everyone put on mulhple layers of clothing and we headed across the bridge to
Fife  On arrival at Kinshaldy the Nats gathered in the relahve shelter at the edge of the trees, the
barbecues were set up, and Brian and Jenny handed out mulled wine Most of the twenty or so people
present were then persuaded to take one of Mary's quiz sheets and to go in search of answers, shells
and strandline treasures.

Cohn and Christine were first to return, before many people had left for thetr walk, though
admittedly they had been the first to leave in pursuit of trophies  A small career bag contained the
obhgatory shells and some other small items, but the large career bag intrigued us until we were
triumphantly shown a grey seal skull (not entirely clean yefl) whtch is now
deshned for my collechon, after a spell tn the compost heap to fimsh the
cleaning process Everyone seemed to find and name a good range of shells
on the beach  The wind dropped and the sun came out which made
searching the beach for 'useful or interesting' strandhne ttems a posttive
pleasure Among other finds, Marjone came back with that ever useful ttem,
a piece of string, Roma had whelk eggs and half an old tenms racket, Angela and Duncan (age 3)
found a fox's leg and someone claimed a sheep leg but didn't bnng tt to show us - we didn't
complaml

Marking the qutz was made rather dtfftcult by the sudden disappearance of half the Nats
present to look at a small flock of redpolls spotted by Dorothy Fyffe. The birds were fhttmg about m
birch trees and feeding on the birch seeds so most of us got a good view of them  In the end Roma
was deemed to be the overall winner of the quiz, though the scoring may have been more erratic than



usual. Jim had an extensive collection of shells, including a very small tortoiseshell limpet, one of
our less common species

In amongst all this beach activity, Doug diligently kept the barbecue well stoked and everyone
cooked or warmed their food and demolished it to counteract the cold. More mulled wine appeared at
intervals and everyone seemed to enjoy themselves. The good weather certainly helped after the rain
last year Such good weather in fact that Mary and Christine requested a stop at the playground at
Tayport on the way home and stayed for over an hour. Some Nats who had stayed for a second walk
at Tentsmulr drove past while we were still there!

Anne Reid

SEALS, SATELLITES AND SAND EELS
Bernie McConnell 18th January

Mr McConnell, of the Sea Mammal Research Unit at St Andrews Umverslty, gave us a
fascinating talk on his work monitoring UK seal populations. Part of his duties includes reporting to
government on seals in connection with the fishing industry, under the terms of the Conservation of
Seals Act 1970

Grey seal pups born during November and December were counted by aerial photography.
About 1,500 pups are born annually on the Isle of May alone, but there is a very high mortality and
only about half survive to their first birthday A satellite relay data logger is attached to some of the
seals and this has enabled some of the scientists to ascertain just where the seals go, the depth of
their dives and speed of travel, all relayed from the logger by satellite to St Andrews  The present
number of grey seals is estimated at 110,000 in UK waters, about a quarter of the world population.

Common seal pups, born in summer, are not so easily monitored as they tend to be born in
more remote areas They can swim when born and are well camouflaged on some beaches, and are
thus harder to count - they do not conveniently lie on the beach for three weeks as the white coated
grey seal pups do. A thermal imaging camera was used to estimate their numbers, and the current
population is thought to be about 50,000 in UK waters.

Satellite tracking of seals has revealed much about their feeding behawour. Many individuals
have a 'base' to which they habitually return after a few days away at sea. Some of the more favoured
sites visited by the seals were areas where the seabed is known to be gravelly, ideal sand eel habitat,

and other studies have shown that up to half
their diet consists of these tiny fish. One or
two of the monitored indlwduals travelled
great  distances,  but  the  more  usual
behavlour is fairly short distance commuting
within the area studied.

Some monitoring of elephant seals in
the Southern Ocean has revealed the great depths to which they dive, recorded on a dive computer
and then relayed to the Argos satellite system  Future apphcatlons of the monitoring technique were
suggested by Mr McConnell as he felt that so much information on the state of the oceans could be
gathered if more seals were to have these data loggers attached

Dorothy Fyffe

MEMBERS' NIGHT
1st February

The evening promised to go on for quite a while. So many people had brought slides that
there were four carousels lined up to go through the projector. Brian Allan organised everyone and
kept proceedings moving so that we would be finished before the janitors came up to eject us from the
room!

Contributors were.
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Les Tucker

Brian Balhnger

Gordon Maxwell

Evie Gdchnst

Brian Allan
Bob McCurley

Jim Cook

Dorothy Fyffe

Doug Palmer
Doris Malcolm

Alban Houghton

Marjone Tennant

Isle of Lesbos - orchids, plants, insects. Scotland - mountain plants and
blue fleabane on Marketgalt, Dundee
A number of rare Scothsh plants from the mainland north of the Great Glen,
Including Potentilla rupestris, twinflower, Scottish primrose and a several
rare sedges. Also two anctent coins (100BC) depicting plants.
A local mixture including plants, prominent moth caterpillars, a puss moth
caterpillar in all its defensive poses, nacreous clouds and celebrating Nats.
Feeding a red squirrel whde excluding greys by using a cage feeder wtth an
entrance too small for the greys
Stcdy and its orchids, with scenery and tales of the Mafi!!
Barry Buddon rarities and breeding swans. Various plants, birds and scenery,
including red crested pochard at Monikie.
Isle of Wight and its amazing soft cliffs at Alum Bay and the Needles.  A
selechon of southern plants and a jackdaw.
Local birds, some in the hand being ringed. Brent geese and waxwings at
Carnoustie a few years ago
Dolomites - scenery, plants and a cast tron lizard sculpture.
Serengeh National Park and Ngorogoro Crater, Tanzania. Sleepy lions,
hornbills, flamingos and grey heron! Olduval Gorge, site of early hominid
fossil finds.
The GambJa - vultures, egrets, jacana, mud skippers, fiddler crabs, green
vervet monkeys and mangroves
Cormsh coastal walk, done m stages over several years Rock samphire,
pyramidal orchids, field gentian and dodder Pretty St Ives with its steep
streets.

Thts was a tremendously wide range of excellent shdes which were all enjoyed by those
present We did manage to fimsh tn time, thanks to Brian's gentle reminders, though it was a close run
thin!!

Anne Reid

THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF RIGHTS OF WAY
Ahsta=r Lawson 15th February

We had a most fascinating lecture.  Mr Alistalr Lawson from the Scottish Rights of Way
Society had us hanging on his every word. He took us over mountains, hdls and dales to explain how
ways over, under and through the countryside became paths, roads, railways and canals.

As the country thawed after the ice age and developed to the present green and luscious land,
man arrived  His knowledge grew and he advanced from the hunter-gatherer using ammal tracks and
paths made by himself, and others, to reach food and water  He
horseback, by carriage and stagecoach so paths were becoming more
population grew these became so used as to be unusable

Proper roads were now needed for commumcahon and for the
transportation of not just people but also produce, manufactured goods
and industrial matenals Thomas Telford, John Loudon MacAdam and
George Stephenson all contributed m thetr own ways over the years in
constructing roads, bridges, railways and canals to make towns and
villages more accessible.

This thrust for progress and the need to fence one's fields,
antmals and property for security and safety all played their part tn
carving up the countryside to the exclusion of everyone else. Common
paths were now disappeanng and problems of access for the common
people were increasing.  Even the 'common', an area of communal
ground where people could meet and talk, have markets and fairs and
graze thetr hvestock, was being encroached on.

Matters came to a head when Adam Black, Provost of
Edinburgh, found his Sunday morning walk over the muir barred by

became a traveller on foot,
and more important  As the

"Pÿbltc Pÿ.'tI¢
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hedges and dykes He raised, in Parhament, the right of the common man to have sound and proper
access to the open land. Thus in 1845 the Scottish Rights of Way Society was formed, though its
original title was 'The Association for the Protection of Pubhc Rights of Roads and Footpaths in the
Nelghbourhood of Edinburgh'.

These rights were severely tested in the 'Battle of Glen Tilt' when a Professor and his students
on a walk from Braemar to Blair Atholl were met by some Atholl Estate ghilhes who tried to prevent
them walking on private land. The argument was taken to the House of Lords and became a legal
watershed, when, in 1849, right of access was granted to the public by the government.

A further test of rights came in 1887 when farmers took their sheep over Jock's Road from
their farms m the north to markets in Forfar and Kirriemulr. They too were granted access rights.
Their means of livelihood depended on reaching these markets.

Nowadays not all paths are rights of way  Common and regular usage may determine that
right of access to church, burial ground, fair, market or the like, in a peaceable and open manner In
addition the rights of owners and tenants must be respected and their livelihoods safeguarded by
respect for growing crops, during the lambing season and for other agricultural operations, so walkers
may not be welcome  Appropriate signs are being considered to inform the pubhc of the reason for
restricting access to a right of way for such purposes

Other societies, Scottish Natural Heritage and the local authorities are engaged m supporting
the Scotttsh Rights of Way Society All are doing their best to determine any right of way and to keep
access to our countryside open while placating both landowners and walkers.

The final word was what we must all do when walking through the countryside. Take care not
to abuse either our privilege or the path over which we are walking. Leave the place as we find it and
remember to make sure that what we came to enjoy will be there for others and ourselves to enjoy at a
later date.

Roma Miller

CAMBO ESTATE SNOWDROP WALK
19th February

Arranged Jn a thousand hurries, the leader, hvmg on the doorstep, got lost and arrived late.
The day was beautiful, lovely blue skies and not too muddy underfoot.  The snowdrops

bunched here and there beside the trees and spread in carpets over the banks of the Cambo Burn
were a magnificent sight, sparkhng white Jn the sunshine, in full view, as the oak, beech, elm and

sycamore trees were not yet in leaf.
We recognlsed only a few of the snowdrop varieties in flower

Galanthus nivalis was the most familiar one seen, but there was also
a double variety and spring snowflake, taller with a httle skirt of
green tfpped petals  Cambo is famous for snowdrops and has a
specmlist collection of over 80 varieties

Large clumps of stinking iris, or gladdon, showing their pods
of bright red glossy seeds were seen, some wild garlic was smelled
and a stretch of winter heliotrope found.

Before reaching the beach redpolls were first heard, high in
the beech trees, and then identified. A few chaffinches were seen
and also a goldcrest. On the beach, a fhght of redshanks and a
few turnstones were hawng fun trying to escape the incoming
waves.   Further off, beyond the black-headed gulls, a few
goldeneye, mallard and eider bobbed up and down among the
waves.

The lichen and moss hunters had a field day too  Many varieties were found, in a range of
colours and forms, on stones, twigs, trees, walls and on bare ground  These tiny plants have very
large names, and reference was made to the book before many could be identdled

A beautiful purple-shaded velvety toadstool was spotted, reminiscent of the Jew's ear
fungus seen on a walk in Tayport. There were no experts with us so no positive tdentification was
made
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We had a lovely day, very interesting and varied, and noted that Cambo is also noted for its
daffodils and a lilac walk with 26 varieties, later m the season.  We fimshed with a pleasant
lunch-time snack and jolly chat at the Cambo Arms Hotel, Kmgsbarns

Roma Mdler

BIRD RINGING IN KENYA
Blair WtlkJe 29th February

Miss Blair Wdkle from the Montrose Basra Centre of the Scottish Wtldhfe Trust travelled to
Tsavo West National Park m Kenya under the auspices of an Earthwatch Project The team consisted
of five American and five British members, augmented by local Kenyan volunteers. In the fortnight of
their stay, over Christmas and New Year 1997/98, they netted and ringed bmrds night and day.

Btrd migration was mainly north-south. Migrants were mostly netted at night and African birds
by day. A persistent mist near the lodge where they stayed confused the birds, so the ringers set up
lights which caused the birds to drop nearby. Although over 3,000 btrds were ringed, there were
relatively few spectes  These included birds famdtar to us In Britain such as whitethroat and
European cuckoo and European mtgrants including
thrush nightingale and marsh warbler  Some of the
African birds encountered, all sounding rather exotic, were
purple grenadier, lesser and greater honeyguide,
red-cheeked  cordon  bleu,  hammerkop, Van der
Decken's hornbill and pale chanting goshawk

The netted btrds were wetghed and their wing
stzes measured.  Fat score, on a scale of 0-8, was
checked. If birds carry too much weight it impedes their
flying, but, on the other hand, they require sufficient stored               Eÿ ,,ÿ'o
fat to survive migration The volunteers also checked the
white blood cell counts of a few of the btrds, and the moult
m both adults and juvemles

At the site there were hazards to both humans and
birds. There was a leopard m the wcmlty, so the nngers
were advised not to venture beyond certain hmlts When the birds were released after ringing the local
sparrowhawks realised that 'free meals' were on offer.  The lights used at night attracted large
numbers of insects which, though interesting, were obviously an tmtation to the volunteers

Miss Wilkie widened her talk to include shdes of dung beetles and a dangerous centipede
wtth lethal pincers, along with some more attractive ones of spiders' webs and lizards. The talk
ended tn an tmagmatJve way using a tape on which had been captured the natural mght sounds of
Kenya.

Helen Blackburn

SOCIAL EVENING
25th February

The Social Evening was held once again in the Momfieth Hotel and attracted a good turnout of
members. Brian Allan dtsplayed a range of postcards of places of interest m foreign parts, well known
to most, but especially to those fortunate enough to have wsJted them. However, some of the camera
angles caused some head scratching amongst members attempting tdentificatlons. More head
scratching was requfred fn trying to identify rock specimens in a geology quiz set up by Jenny Allan,
and in answering questtons m another of Doug Palmer's cleverly thought-out quizzes. At a somewhat
lower level of intellectual challenge, were a series of questions on slides of recent British ptctonal
postage stamps wtth natural history themes, prepared by Bede Pounder. Minds were eventually gtven
well-earned rests when the food appeared, and the evening came to an end after an excellent buffet
prowded by the Hotel's new management

Bede Pounder
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CARNOUSTIE WALK
4th March

On a beauttful spring day we met on the shore at Carnoustie for a walk along the beach  A
light dusting of snow was visible on the Lomonds but it was very pleasant m the sunshine, sheltered
from the cold breeze.

Birds spotted along the shore were ringed plover, dunlin, curlew, bar-tailed godwit, knot,
turnstone, sanderling, rock pipit and pied wagtail  Some members ventured down to the rock

pools to find hvmg shells, chitons, sea anemones and velvet
and green shore crabs beneath stones, while others looked
amongst the shells on the beach for cowries

Crossing the radway line at Buckle Hillock, a peregrine
came low over the field and round the silage bales, probably
checking to see if any little bird was feedmg there. We then
proceeded up Cralgmill Den, where some of us were lucky
enough to see one of the resident treecreepers The lichens
on the trees were inspected and listed

Returning to the shore by the path by Panbnde House, from which we
enjoyed the beautiful panorama of Carnoustte Bay and the coast of Fife beyond
the river, we again spotted the peregrine still hunting for a meal We retraced
our footsteps to the Station Hotel where 31 of us enjoyed an excellent repast

and were surprised and delighted to meet with Mrs Betty McClure, a past secretary of the Society, by
chance out with her son John.

Dorothy Fyffe

SUMMER OUTINGS 2000

GLASGOW BOTANIC GARDEN
6th May

Only twenty-four members of the Society joined us on this first excursion of the year 2000.
The weather was wonderful, with unbroken sunshine for the whole of the trip  Our first stop was at
Vtctona Park to visit the garden and Fossil Grove. Unfortunately, the latter didn't open untd twelve
mid-day, so we had an hour or so to wander around the small but very attractive garden that occupies
the site of an early quarry. Thts has been beautifully landscaped to provide an excellent display of
flowers and plants

The fossilised tree stumps were discovered during quarrying operatmns, and when the value
of the discovery was reahsed the whole stte was excavated to reveal seven or eight tree stumps and
branches, m situ, which are estimated to be 330 million years old  The stumps are m the region of
0 5m to t .0m m diameter, with exposed root systems typical of plants growing in swampy conditions

The next stop was at the mare office of the Botamc Garden where we had arranged to meet
Derek Kane, asststant curator, who gave us permtsslon and directions to the greenhouses, not usually
open to the public, which contain many varieties of fern, including a varfety of filmy ferns Fortunately
Jim was on hand to explain the significance of these plants Another extremely rare plant we saw m
the mare greenhouse was the 'Kibble Moss', not a moss at all but a fern relative, previously only
known in the greenhouse, the Ktbble Palace, but recently discovered (or perhaps redtscovered) in New
Zealand  A third rarity to whtch we were given directions was the purple toothwort (Lathraea
squamaria) which we found m abundance and spent some time taking photographs

Meanwhde the bulk of the party had scattered throughout the gardens to enjoy the magnificent
flowers m the greenhouses and the opportunity to relax on the grass in the glorious sunshine

Doug Palmer
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CRAIGHALL DEN
May 16th

wood where the words would have been a little more at
home However, tt was good to note that at least one
unprepossessing  species,  three-veined  sandwort,
managed to cause a short pause by requlnng hand
lenses to be produced for ÿts identification. Having said
this, there was plenty to keep the less knowledgeable
interested, and every opportumty taken to help them
learn what to look out for, and espectally as the ttmmg of
the vtslt comctded with that m-between period when
many of the early species had, or were almost, already

At least 18 members must have been gluttons for punishment fn deciding to cross over to Fife
for this evenmg visit, when an incessant drizzle made an already dark wood even darker However, in
retrospect, I feel sure they all thought it well worthwhile.

After a pause to admtre the field maples at the entrance to the den, the serious business of
the outing was commenced, as with "eyes-down", the experts m the group logged off the name of
everything green wtth relentless efficiency Rumex obt, Frax. ex, Ranunc. ac, were the first of many to
be ttcked off, with the constant flow of Latin and Greek emphastsing the contrast between this exercise
and an equJvalent one m an early summer Mediterranean

finished flowering, while others were only just taking thetr
first peeps above ground  In the former category were lesser celandine, snowdrops, wood
anemone, few-flowered leek, etc, while pignut, meadowsweet, ragwort, and hedge woundwort
were m the latter Red campion, germander speedwell, field forget-me-not, greater stitchwort,
bluebell and primrose added colour and brightness m plenty of dark corners however, and masses of
sweet cicely near the end of the den made a magmflcent dtsplay Leaves of twayblade were seen
near the limestone quarry, and the party were interested in the large limekiln Jn which the quarried
stone was burned in the past

Because of the weather condttions, and the necessity on this occasion to maintain an almost
constant downward gaze to ensure that one's boots were not about to negate anything that had been
logged, it was not possible to really take m the scenic properties of this den. I must go and have
another look one day it must be quite a spectacleÿ

Bede Pounder

AYR WEEKEND
2nd to 4th June

Thirty-one members joined this weekend excurston to Ayrshtre, staying m student
accommodatton on Ayr College campus  The evening was rather wet but thts did not prevent a
number of members walking down to the nverstde to look for the fly honeysuckle, (Lonicera

xylosteum) which was duly found
Our first walk was on Saturday mormng along the coast at Dunure,

starting at Ftsherton cottage  The walk down to the beach was
across a small field (with a few cunningly hidden hazardous holes)
but everyone managed it successfully   Jim Cook and others
immediately began recording plant and bird species and they had
quite an tmpresstve list before we had even reached the beach. The
rocks at this part are volcamc in origin, probably from a nearby
volcanic vent, and a number of attracttve and interesting plants,
particularly the spring squill, whtch was still in flower, were found on
them   Several gannets were seen offshore and vanous other
seablrds. The walk took us wa Dunure harbour to a public park on

Fÿ ÿ,ÿ€ÿ.ckLÿ        the south of Dunure where the bus was waiting. We had time to
explore the interesting rums of Dunure Castle

We left Dunure at about 12 00 noon for Culzean Country Park where we had our packed
lunch followed by a leisurely hour to go to the vtsttor centre At 2 00pm we met two Rangers who each
led a group round the Country Park This proved to be more extensive than we had time for but the
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weather was fine and seemed warmer in the shelter of the trees and many fine plants and interesting
features made tt an enjoyable afternoon  Among the most interesting things on the walk were the
treetop boardwalk, (newly repaired after recent wind damage), an extensive walled garden, the swan
pond, a well-preserved pagoda, which was revealed to be a minmture indoor zoo, consisting of a circle
of rather small wire cages, nowadays unoccupied; and the camellia house. On Saturday evening we
had a walk along the esplanade at Ayr sea front  This was quite bracing and the hastily taken
refreshment m the nearby pub afterwards was very welcome

Sunday morning started rather dull and wet with light rain, but the weather improved as the day
wore on. Our walk this time was through the Ayr River Gorge at Fadford. Before entering the gorge
several people made a small dlversfon to vrew the monument, a red sandstone obelisk, to "Highland
Mary" of Burns fame This was largely due to enqumes about the monument from two members of a
Japanese film crew who were travelling around Scotland in connection with the production of a tour
guide, tt was rumoured!

The paths m the gorge were a httle muddy and slippery in places causing difficulty for some
members but there were no serious problems The group was soon well strung out along the path but
it was well defined and no one got lost Once again our botanists were soon busy compiling a hst of
woodland plants and birds. A short diversion from the mare path to wslt Alexander Peden's cave was
made by most people  This is a small recess in the cliff face behind a level piece of rock forming a
natural pulpit overlooking a bend in the river with a small area of flat woodland on the opposite bank
The surrounding cliffs form quite an effective amphltheatre and Alexander Peden is reputed to have
delivered sermons, illegally at the time, to Covenanter sympathisers from this pulpit. At least one
member of the party tried out the acoustics with quite impressive results

All safely completed the circular walk and returned to the bus to eat our packed lunches - the
local pub m Failford was, unexpectedly, closed. From Failford the bus took us to the final location of
the weekend, the Shewalton Sand Pits nature reserve, south of Irvine (see below)

Doug Palmer

SHEWALTON SANDPITS RESERVE
4th June

The last stop of the weekend before starting on the long haul back to Dundee was made at the
SWT reserve at Shewalton, near Irvine The habitat here is probably unique It consists of highly
disturbed sandy ground left m the form of a distorted crater with relatively high outer nms of sand
ridges supporting birch and alder scrub with a ground flora of grasses, germander speedwell,
birds-foot trefoil, plantains, sheeps sorrel, meadow saxifrage, etc., mixed with an understory of

Rosa spp., broom and whin Inside these ridges are sandy areas

i!           somewhat slmdar to the dune grasslands found at coastal sites such as
!I           Tentsmulr or Barry Buddon, except that they slope rewards and downtowards a boggy central depression rather than to the sea. This central

depression had lots of standing water lying on a dark brown iron-rich ooze
m which oily anaerobic decomposition products were prominent. Although
earlier wsits to the site showed that the water table was very variable,
somefimes leading to the complete drying out of the bog, the transition
from the very wet to the dry grassland was in most places quite sharp

The very centre of the bog was dominated by reedmace and
surrounded by an annular ring of wetland vegetation choked with
horsetails, cotton grass, heath, soft, jointed and sharp rushes, and
common spike-rush (which is not a true rush)  Flag irises and marsh
thistles poked their heads above these and hid typical wetland plants such
as  cuckoo  flower,  lesser  spearwort,  meadowsweet,  marsh
forget-me-not, lesser skullcap, hemlock water dropwort and quite
magmficent northern marsh orchids I found it impossible not to venture

,ÿ,           out into the ooze to respect the flowers, the orchids in particular, but this
was more an example of foolhardiness than courage
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The dune grasslands lying between the bog and the outer birch/alder ridges were well drained
and dry and supported a ground flora quite typtcal of such a habitat, that is mouse-ear hawkweed,
catsear, dune storksbill, lady's bedstraw and yarrow, with common centaury, black knapweed
and viper's bugloss m places  Silverweed was found flowering m some dampish patches, but we
were surprised to see some sundew growing on what appeared to be bone dry sand  Another
surprise, spotted amongst parsley piert and creeping pearlwort by a sharp eyed bearded gentleman,
was a diminutive vetch hke flower, quite beautiful when viewed under a hand lens, which turned out to
be birdsfoot (Omithopus perpuslllus), not to be confused with birdsfoot trefoil.

It goes without saying that a varied site such as thts can support an interesting avian fauna,
with song thrush, willow and sedge warblers, goldfinch, yellowhammer, snipe, grey heron and
magpie being just some of the bird species seen

Shewalton Reserve is a quite admirable spot and made a fitting end to another successful
weekend in which we saw much to enjoy, much to admire, much to learn and, we hope when it comes
to unfamdtar species, much to remember.

Bede Pounder

FORTH AND CLYDE CANAL
10th June

A recce visit early in the year provided rather a shock  Dorothy, Doris and I found that the
motorway crossing near Bonnybrsdge was being rebuilt as a bridge to allow the canal to be reopened
for use by water traffic  It completely ruined our prehminary plans of the year before by blocking the
middle of the proposed route  There was no practtcable way round it  It was lucky that we found it
when we did because Jt allowed a change of plans to be re-surveyed  A later visit gave Bede, Doug
and myself time to explore the route along beside the Antonme Wall, starting at the excellent stretch in
Falklrk

The final problem was completely unexpected When the bus arrived in Falkirk we found our
route blocked by the police. Just by chance, we'd chosen to wsit on the day of the Falkirk fair and
there was a parade using our planned first stopping place as a gathering pomfl Never mind, the bus
stopped to let us admire the remains of the Roman ditch and wall further along and then headed off
along towards Rough Castle. On the way we could see the remains of the industrial activities of the
past and the efforts at land reclamation It should be an idylhc spot m only a few years - apart from the
busy radway running through the mtddle of Jt

The party took a short detour to explore a small area of heathland, an unusual habitat m that
part of the world  We spent more ttme at the site of the Roman fort at Rough Castle, admmng the
multiple banks and ditches, the flattened ground instde and the hne of the Antonme Wall, ditch and
berg.  It is amazing that they have
survtved so well over such a long time
The fimshing touch was prowded by the
lihes or 'hleae' as the Roman soldters                                        _
nick-named them, the small trenches
dug to protect the crossing place and                                 - - --
fort entrance   In Roman ttmes they
would have been covered over with                              ÿ'ÿ ÿ--ÿ
brush  and   no  doubt  containedÿ=ÿ_j)                                              (ÿ
sharpened stakes  Nowadays they are
much more bemgn but still fascinating.
We settled down a bit further along, at"-'/'-r'°3b?L
the best stretch of wall, for lunch and a
fine vtew.

The party sauntered down into Bonnybndge and then started along the canal  The water
provided a focus for lots ofwddhfe interest The canal-side vegetahon proved interesting, with a range
of reed grasses and sedges, reedmace, horsetails and best of all, the small floating water hly-hke
rounded leaves of frogbit (Hydrocharis morsus-ranae). Small btrds flitted m and out of the waterside
willows and moorhens, mallards and several swans crutsed the waters  A few butterflies fhtted
past, one or two click beetles were seen, a number of dark green chrysomelid beetles were found on
a well-chewed hogweed and, most interesting, several blue-tailed damselflies (Ischnura elegans)
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rested on the wetland vegetation  They are wonderful insects, very elegant, truly well namedW We
finished by stopping at the hostelry beside the lock for welcome refreshment. A few members walked
along to see the work being done to restore the canal to its original state.

Perhaps our next excursion will be by boat. I don't know about you, but I fancy a relaxing trip
along the canal - perhaps with refreshments close at handÿ Don't you?

Jim Cook

FORTH AND CLYDE CANAL
A Second Opimon

10th June

Another wonderful outing - geology, palaeontology, geography, history, zoology and
entomology, even some biology - all in one afternoon We arrived at Rough Castle on Antonme's Wall
having passed an open cast shale mine and noted boulders with miniature seams of coal cutting
through them On picking up slabs of shale the fossil remains of plants were easily seen imprinted on
the surfaces Passing through a small glade of lowland heathland we found blaeberry plants, heather
and many grasses and willow, silver birch and broom growing profusely

We had to marvel at the Roman construction of the wall. How well thought out their defences
were. Turves on top of stone foundations topped with wooden palisades formed the wall. Protective
ditches were dug out by Roman soldiers in full battle array in case of surprise attacks by the Picts The
excavated material heaved up in steep embankments, all to slow down enemy charges Even ditches
were dug m strategic places at the entrance to the fort, inlaid with sharp stakes and overlaid with turves
- 'hhae' - the only place in Britain where these can be found

After lunching among the many grasses and trying to picture the dlsclphned and vigorous life
of the soldiers - marching up and down on parade grounds, building roads, patrolhng between one
fortdied keep and the next, designing and building granaries for provisions, forming a marketing and
business community for a life lived among the indigenous marauders - we approached a stretch of the
Forth and Clyde Canal

We had been told to be on the lookout for frogbit and, Io and behold, it was spotted right away
growing profusely at the water's edge among the reeds  Also among the welter and wealth of
waterside plants reedmace stood proudly up, flanked here and there by yellow flag iris, willows and
reed grass Meadow buttercup was found, also crosswort, opposite-leaved golden saxifrage and
hedge woundwort with its chemical smell  Large spreads of yellow waterlily just waiting to show
their lovely flowers were seen  Pignut, seed heads of sweet cicely, ladies smock and orange
hawkweed were there too with the lovely blue heads of speedwell poking up here and there.

The sight of the day - just before we reached Bonnybndge -
must have been the dozens of blue tailed damselflies resting
on the vegetation in sunny dampish corners. They shone so
beautifully blue in the sunshine - a few red - not yet fully
developed  A httle lacewing moth and a weevil beetle were
also observed

Oak cherry disease was explained and oak apple growth
discussed.  An alder, its leaves covered in very scabby
eruptions, got very little sympathy as we passed on Swallows,

lesser black-backed gulls, rooks, crows, female mallards and swans were a few of the birds seen
Just before we reached our watering hole a large heron, amly flapping his wings, caught our attention
at the far edge of a large grassy field Finally a clump or two of weld was discovered Just as our thirst
got the better of us It was a hot day!

Special thanks must be given to our leader, Jim Cook, for his most interesting and fascinating
stories of Roman soldiers and how they lived in our foreign and barbaric land. Our visit to the Forth
and Clyde Canal was a most enjoyable outing from every point of v,ew

Roma Miller

This account complements the one above by Jim Cook The leader is usually asked to write up an
outing for the Bulletin, however, Roma enjoyed this outing so much that she wrote this enthusiastic
account unbidden - an editor's dreamÿ Ed.
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DIGHTY WALK
13th June

A good number of Nats and some interested friends gathered outside Momfieth High School
for thts evening walk on my 'home patch'  Richard had brought hchen recording forms so the first
suitable tree was studfed m close detail  It is a good thing that many local residents are used to my
slightly strange (In their eyes) behavlour

Though Jt was a pleasant evening there were very few birds around though willow warblers
were heard. The party split up when another tree was examined for lichens  While the stragglers
recorded Parmelias and Usneas the rest walked on under the Seven Arches and up towards the old
bridge at Balmossle Mdl. Several cowslip plants were spotted by Marjone at the edge of the path m
an area near where some wddflower seed had been used by the council some years ago  The wild
carrot and cornflower sometimes seen in the same area came from the same source At about this
time we were joined by Mary and Andrew on their bikes They had been at a cycling proficiency class
and knew that they would find us somewhere on the circular route which we had planned. As the
natural history was less exciting than usual they continued to cycle the route for the rest of the
evening, reporting in on every circuit

We took time to examine the old overgrown buildings at Balmossle Mill, something I had never
been brave enough to do when on my own The walls contain intriguing fragments of ornate stonework
from an older ecclesiastical budding We then reahsed that It was getting late and that the rest of the
group was nowhere to be seen so we walked briskly downstream to our starting point There we found
that they had thought the same and done the shorter loop over the other bridge, to catch up with us,
but had arrived first

Though we saw nothing very exciting everyone seemed to enjoy the walk and the company
and we did achieve some hchen records

Anne Reid

BASS ROCK
24th June

We left Lmdsay Street with great expectations of a boat trip round the Bass Rock I had been
assured by Mr Marr, the skipper, both the mght before and in the morning, that the boat was tied up at
the pier What a disappointment then when, on arrival at North Berwlck, we were reformed that the
boat had been brought into the harbour, and with the tide being out, could not be refloated  Thank
goodness for the new Seabird Centre, to which we all made our
way, content that we could at least view the gannets on a hve TV
link screen This enabled wsltors to get a bird's-eye wew of the
gannet colony without leaving dry land  We were able to
experience a (fairly) close encounter wtth these fascmatJng birds
without disturbing them, thanks to the remote controlled
cameras Cameras were also trained on the seablrds on one of
the rocky islets just offshore and showed cormorants,
oystercatchers and various gulls, though nothing very exciting.
Other highlights of the centre include an auditorium showing
dramatic footage of seabards and a multimedia show of gannets
m the wild, m addition to displays of the history and natural
hÿstory of the area.

It was soon time for our lunch and we sat m the lee of
the harbour wall, admmng the view  We then split up, some
tackled BerwJck Law, a few walked along the shore (see account
below) and others remained in the town and explored the park
and local museum, which, though small, had interesting displays
of local interest and a small gift shop.

To tackle the Law there was first a long walk through the
town, and we admired many gardens and the views as we
climbed. The path on the Law itself was fairly well defined and
climbed fairly gently around the hill.  Sticky groundsel was k=.vÿ, seeÿ !
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seen, new to some, and the first bluebells (harebells) of summer were
coming into flower We met some Nats coming down as we were on our way
up They were enthusiastic about the marvellous view of the Bass Rock from
the suture=t, so thÿs gave us encouragement to clamber over the last steep
rise  At the summit we bumped into Anne Reid and her girls, who were
excited about finding a number of 10-spot ladybirds  We got a clear
panoramic v=ew from the suture=t, seeing as far east as Tantallon Castle and
beyond, and the Rock itself stood out in clear detail, framed by the beautiful
blue sky The binoculars were out and the gannets could be seen sweeping
around the Rock.

On returning to the seafront it started to rain very heavily and many
people retreated to the Seabird Centre (tickets were valid all day) to shelter
and revisit some of the displays In spite of our initial disappointment the day
had turned out very well.

Footnote Jim was so unhappy with the excuses given that he wrote a letter to Edinburgh and Lothian
Tourist Board there and then  Their reply was quick and assured us that they had noted our
displeasure. Thanks, Jim

Margaret McLaren

NORTH BERWICK SHORE WALK
24th June

Joy and Vlc Cammack along with Davle Stein and Gordon Maxwell elected to walk along the
foreshore. A number of swallows were in flight, and one in particular repeatedly flew across their path
to within a few feet  Gordon realised that what it was doing was picking up flies that had been
disturbed by their combined feet: presumably a swallow (literally) ahead of the rest  Arriving at the
volcanic cliffs at the end of the beach, a few birds were seen including goldfinches, greenfinches
and pipits. The rock pools at the base of the cliffs contained a variety of creatures including blennies
- small, well camouflaged fish, varying in size from an inch up to about three inches There were also
many hermit crabs squabbling with each other, as they are prone to do. A number of small prawns
up to about two inches long were also fascinating to watch, but their near transparent bodies made
them difficult to spot.

Nearing the time for return to the bus, the Bass Rock stood out in the sunshine against a
darkening sky which portended the steady downpour all the way back to the bus  Ah, welll It could
have been worse, we might still have been on the Bass waiting on the boatl

Gordon Maxwell

CORRIE FEE
8th July

About 30 hardy souls left Lindsay Street on a bright morning for the attractive venue of Glen
Doll and, ultimately, the wild amphltheatre of Corrle Fee, a fine example of eastern Grampian glacial
action, now further eroded by the Vibram soles (vibrant souls'ÿ) of many climbers and hillwalkers from
near and far.

The intrepid Nats, however, were more into what was near at hand than the lofty heights
above, and they did not have long to wait Leaving the bus near the Forestry Commission carpark and
walking past Acharn Farm, many spotted house martin nests under the eaves of the farmhouse and
also, at head height, on a small outbuilding

The weather had not borne out its earlier promise and was now rather dull, but at least fairly
mild The steady pull up to the entrance of the corrle was made easier by the recently made up rough
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path, avoiding the earher one which suffered from erosion
and boggy areas  A few red deer were seen on the
hdlsldes above on the way up, and a race example of
eyelash fungi (Scutellinia scutellata) was observed with
the aid of a magmfier. On reaching the corne the group
dispersed to follow their vaned interests  Some followed
Jim Cook and his faithful welly boots round the many
boggy areas where cotton grass and sundew were much
m evidence  Because of the dull weather the hoped for
butterflies and dragonflies did not show up to any extent
(a clouded yellow was seen on the recce the previous
week)  Nevertheless, frogs were seen by the dozen, and
also a number of newts  I saw a common lizard which
promptly bolted into a stony retreat from where it eyed me
suspiciously, at least one other was spotted during the day

Jim had by now extracted hfs welhes from the
primeval shme and was above me on the corrie wall with
an attentive group, so I dragged the weary legs upwards to
be rewarded by the sight of a fine specimen of
Pseudorchÿs albida on its rocky ledge, found by Pat Gaff

The ups and downs of the corrie were taking their
toll and the group straggled their way down towards the bus The narrow road down to the Clova Hotel
was negotiated safely and almost thirty house martin nests were counted under the eaves and window
frames there.

In a wild place like Corrie Fee, one has to be fortunate to get good weather, and only repeated
visits can reveal the extent of the vaned wildhfe, but one always feels a tremendous sense of
achievement merely to get there and back and this seemed to be the general response to the outing

Gordon Maxwell

BROWNIE WOOD
18th July

A group of more than 20 members visited Brownie Wood near Gauldry which has recently
been bought by Barbara and Brian Balhnger  It was a dry evening although there were only a few
ghmpses of the sun  The fine wews over the River Tay and North Sea were admired as was the
peaceful nature of the situation. The wood is a mixed plantation of decwduous and coniferous trees on a
north slope and there appears to have been woodland here for some considerable time

We were very pleased to welcome our new Honorary Vice-President, Gordon Corbet, to the
meeting and he examined the invertebrate population of the wood

Various signs of local mammals were examined although the creatures themselves were
elusive  There was extensive bark stripping, probably caused by roe deer and also the grey
squirrels, which continue to co-exist here with red squirrels  Pipistrelle bats have taken up
res=dence m a bat box

The bluebells were over but there was an extensive show of honeysuckle (Lonicera
periclymenum) including some in the canopy producing a very pleasant scent  Red campion (Silene
dioica) had also had a good flowering year and a variety of other plants were seen (around 100
vascular plant specRes have been found in the wood). The visitors located scaly male fern (Dryopteris
affinis) which had been missed by the owners  It was too early for most fungm (over 75 species have
been found here so far) but a fine specimen of stinkhorn (Phallus impudicus) was seen and smelled

A small quarry displays volcanic rock although a corner of it has been used as an agricultural
dump  Anybody who would like to own an old yellow tractor cab would be welcome to remove itl
Members of the Society are very welcome to visit this wood at any time.

Brian Balhnger
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KINNABER
5th August

The Society's corporate membership of the Scottish Wildlife Trust (SWT) proved its worth
when the Nats' comfort stop at Montrose Basra Visitor Centre produced fine slghtmgs of a kingfisher.
The commonly seen water rail did not put in an appearance, however. I make no apologies in again
advocating Society members to join SWT, a most excellent local, Scottish and British nature
conservation orgamsatÿon

Our euphoria, reduced by a fine morning and a star bird sighting, was soon dashed at the
beginning of our walk when Ena Lamont shpped on the treacherously pebbly slope beneath the old
railway vfaduct Thanks to a borrowed mobile phone, the Montrose ambulance took Ena to Stracathro
Hospital, where an und]splaced ankle fracture was treated At the time of writing, her recovery is going
well  Our very noble secretary, Margaret McLaren, escorted Ena to hospital and then home - a big
thank you to Margaret!

Along the North Esk, sedge warblers chattered away  Large allen flowers, giant hogweed,
himalayan balsam and giant bellflower hned the riverbank  We lunched looking over the estuary

and saw various terns and a common scoter
-ÿ                              Scattered groups of Nats strolled south along the

seashore dune system to Montrose  Though a little past
their best, there was still a good show of dune flowers and
butterfhes. Six species of butterfly plus burner moths,
cinnabar moth caterpillars and a bee fly were seen
Brian Balhnger compded a hst of 95 vascular plantsCÿo.bÿr ÿ lÿv'ÿ.           There were at least three areas where maiden pink was

locally plentiful and there was one clump of the coastal
dune special, burner rose As Bnan pointed out, one of the malden pink areas is just next to the large
carpark on Tradl Dnve. A colony of sand martins has taken up residence m the seaward sand cliff not
far from th=s carpark.

Alban Houghton

BARRY BUDDON JOINT OUTING
13th August

There was a turnout of about 60 people comprising members of the Dundee Nats, Angus and
Dundee Bird Club and members of the local RSPB, SWT and SOC groups

The bird group led by Bob McCurley started the outing, unhke other years, by walking m from
the MonJfieth end  Here we started the bird hst with an aim of beating last year's total of 56. We
walked in just a httle bit before heading towards the shore From the top of the dunes we saw quite a
lot of waders including knot and a grey plover in summer plumage. We also saw quite a lot of little
gulls

On returning to the cars we drove up to beside the camp where we stopped to have a wander
near the Buddon Burn Here we caught a barred straw moth. In this area we met the plant group led
by Jim Cook The plants seen m this area included grass of Parnassus, gypsywort and water dock.

Our next destmabon was the Barry Lochs. There weren't many birds here but there were a few
coots and the feral goose We looked for dragonflies without much hope due to the drizzle but Io
and behold there was a four spot chaser (Libellula quadrimaculata) a new species for Barry Buddon
(see arbcle on page 37) Also seen on Anne's sleeve was a darter, (Sympetrum scotlcum)

We all met beside the lighthouses
to have our lunch and get our picture
taken in the rain. (The picture was in the
Courier the next day) We went on to the
dunes to look for birds. One of the things
spotted was an arctic skua  Somebody
also saw some porpoises  It was stdl
raining so we quite soon retreated to the
cars
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Next we went to Happy Valley Here adder's tounge fern, autumn gentian and twayblade
were spotted but there was no sign of the coral root orchid which had been seen earlier m the
season ( Even Jim couldn't find it.) An emerald damselfly (Lestes sponsa) was seen near the deep
ditch and a common hawker (Aeshna juncea) was spotted flying over the ditch  By the end of our
visit to Happy Valley the ram had stopped (at last)

Finally a small group returned to Barry Lochs to look for dragonflies The four spot chaser
was still there and gave everyone a chance to photograph it We also saw a red darter, (Sympetrum
striolatum) and three damselfhes, the common blue damselfly (Enallagma cyathigerum), the emerald
damselfly (Lestes sponsa) and the blue tailed damselfly (Ischnura elegans)

Altogether it was a very enJoyable trip despite the ram  By the end we had easily beaten last
year's bird hst with a total of 65

Mary Reid (age 12)

ROCK POOL RAMBLE
15th August

We all gathered at Easthaven for this evening meeting, led by Richard Brinklow, which was
also part of the Changing Nature project run by Dundee Museums Richard had brought a selection of
nets, buckets, tanks and other equipment for us to use in our hunt for shore hfe Those of us who had
welhes puddled about Jn the pools and rambled over the weed covered
rocks Those who were shod m less waterproof fashion waited for our
catches to be brought to the tanks or went for walks along the                 )ÿ
strandhne  Everyone noticed the flock of swifts which wheeled and
screamed overhead for a short time, presumably on their way south for
the winter as these were the last ones I saw this summer

Early catches included hermit crabs and a reasonably large               A
shore crab  Somebody also found a broad-clawed porcelain crab,
which most of us had never seen before Only five small fish were
found in the many pools Two of these were butterfish, a small one
caught by Richard and a large and very wriggly one by Alban. The       tÿ.
only other fish we were able to put a name to was a sea scorpion, but
Alban found a long thin one (not a sand eel) and Christine caught another small fish  Unfortunately
we didn't have a good enough book to identify them

A range of different species of seaweed was found, from sea lettuce and channel wrack at
the top of the shore, through the various Fucus species to the kelp near the low tide mark A starfish,
a selection of shells, chitons and some transparent prawns were also found in the pools After we
had had a good look at the finds we let them all go m suitable places  Then, as the tide was at its
lowest, those still present went to dig for ragworms.  Several brag fat ones were found and picked up
by Andrew and Christine who seemed to be bhssfully unaware of their sharp pincers, though they
avoided getting rapped

It was a very enjoyable and instructive evening, and though a few people dtd slip on the wet,
weed covered rocks no-one hurt themselves or got soaked  Richard's nets and other equipment were
all well used and thoroughly tested by us all and our thanks must go to him for his orgamsatlon of the
outing

Anne and Christine Reid

ABERFELDY FUNGUS FORAY
9th September

A good busload of enthusiasts left Lmdsay Street for our chosen destination, the Birks of
Aberfeldy, some with the daunting task of identifying fungal species, others with the unashamed object
of unearthing some gastronomic dehght to go with the Sunday joint and roast tatties The weather, as I
remember, was a bit overcast as we reached our destination, but, undeterred, immediately on
disembarking the company started the search for the elusive fung=  In actual fact these proved to be
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not so elusive after all, and ÿt became difficult to persuade the company to move from the carpark area
where there appeared to be a wealth of species However, eventually the group steaddy made its way
up the path, pausing occastonally to admire the falls which carried a good flow after recent ram After
finding a good number of beech associated fungi such as Laccaria amethistina, russulas such as R

ochroleuca, R. fellea and R. marei, other types began to show up,
such as Leotia lubrica (jelly babies) which is often found in earth on
path edges   Species were now coming thick and fast for
identification, among them hedgehog fungi (Hydnum repandum) and
chanterelles (Cantherellus cibanus), both highly desirable edibles
Farther along a side path, keen photographer Sheda Taylor was seen
capturing a fine group of fly agaric (Amanita muscaria) for posterity
A few bright spells of sunshine made the return down the other stde of
the burn even more attractive and many more species were brought

Ch.oJÿ,-ÿe.ÿ(,(ÿ          down to a large picnic table near the bus Jim Cook and I attempted
to name a multitude of specimens with varying success whde trying to
ignore the 'dmna kens'

The larger edible fungi, such as Boletus edul/s, had obviously heard of the Nats impending
assault and had, with the exceptton of the few mentioned above, taken the day off, but this was more
than compensated for by the large number of other species found Together with the attractive walk,
the falls, and reasonable weather, I heard no complaints apart from a few muttermgs about lack of
edibles Sorry, that's outwith the leader's control!

Gordon Maxwell

TENTSMUIR FUNGUS FORAY
Joint meeting with Edinburgh Naturahsts

30th September

This was a very successful joint venture on what turned out to be a race day, after a wet
morning  Roughly equal numbers from each society met at Kmshaldy carpark, about 30 in all, and
although a few of our group had recce'd the area a week prewously and knew what to expect, we were
very pleased with the initial reaction of our guests from Edinburgh

Fungi were very much In ewdence, even beside the parking area. A very successful foray was
enjoyed by both groups despite the rather damp conditions. A number of interesting specimens turned
up, including Phallus hadriani (a rare stinkhorn), Phellinus tuberculosis (a small bracket on sea
buckthorn), Rhlzopogon luteolus (an earthball from beneath pines), Clavariadelphus junceus (a rare
needle-hke fungus on plant debris), Sarcodon imbncatum (a hedgehog fungus), lots of Tricholoma
flavovirens and many others We wdl be keeping in touch with each other and hope to meet again in
more joint natural history excursions

Gordon Maxwell

Note We used to have an annual joint excursion with the Edinburgh Natural History Society about ten
years ago, so this revives the practice Ed

AUTUMN MEETINGS 2000

WILDLIFE OF GLEN DOLL
Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook 3rd October

This talk was originally to have been given by Ken Slater, ranger at Glen Doll, but when he
found that he was unable to come he arranged that a fellow ranger, Stephen O'Kane, would come and
give the talk Unfortunately Mr O'Kane suffered an accident to his ankle and was also unable to come,
so Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook stepped In at very short notice to fill the gap.
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Gordon started by showing us shdes of Corrle Fee and some of the wddhfe of the Glen Doll
and Glen Clova area Herds of red deer are common though not always easy to observe, though the
fawns are sometimes found amongst the heather Common lizards are indeed common, if shy, but
adders are relatively rarely seen here, though they are much more frequently recorded Jn Glen Esk
This summer (2000) a clouded yellow butterfly was seen and photographed in Corne Fee, in a year
when there has been a large enough immigration to yteld other records in the local area  We were
also shown Doug Jn Corrle Fee and chickweed wintergreen in Glen Doll before Gordon added a few
slides of general interest at the end of his sechon

Jim then started on a survey of the umque alpine flora of the area  His first slide was of the
dwarf cornel, the emblem of our society, which is reasonably widespread m the Caenlochan and
Corrie Fee area  The glacial history of the area is a major
glaciers melted around twelve thousand years ago, though
some reformed nine to ten thousand years ago  These
resulted in the deposition of moraines, the characteristic
shapes of the valleys and in erratic boulders which had been
carried by the ice. The underlying rocks are of mica schist
and limestone which were broken down to mineral nch soils
Both the soils and the grazing pressure from deer and sheep
influence the vegetation

Several woodland plants are found in Corrle Fee
growing in the heather, including the common cow wheat
(Melampyrum  pratense),  wood  geranium  (Geranium
sylvaticum) and wood anemones  The latter flower In April
m Glen Doll but not unhl June in the corne The real alpines
grow m the very harsh condlhons at the higher altitudes. The
nearest thing to woodland is prowded by rare dwarf willows
only a few centimetres high, and the cliffs have moss

influence on the flora  The last major

M o u.ÿ'Vÿ43,ÿ mÿzÿ

campion (Silene acaulis), mountain avens (Dryas octopetala) and other rarer species such as the
alpine coltsfoot (Homogyne alpina), mountain woodsia fern (Woodsia alpina) and green
spleenwort (Asplenium wnde)

All these splendid slides gave those present a clear picture of the attractions of the area This
was a reminder for those who had been on the summer outing and an appetlser for those of us who
have not yet wsJted Corne Fee.

Anne Reid

HEDGEHOGS AND BERBERS
TREKS IN THE HIGH ATLAS

Professor Richard Cormack 17th October

Professor Cormack's lecture transported us to Morocco, which he described as an exotic world,
just beyond the edge of Europe. The High Atlas Mountains have clearly cast a powerful spell, drawing
him back to make no less than four trips in as many years With his superb shdes and knowledgeable
commentary, he shared his trekking experiences with us and demonstrated why.

Visits m April, May, July and September showed some of the different facets of this harsh but
beautiful landscape, "where the bones of the land are clearly wslble". Although he made light of it,
trekking with tents and mules m this sort of country is not for the weak or faint-hearted No wonder he
"Fantaslsed" about bottled fizzy orange drinks m the heat.

The "Hedgehogs" were revealed to be spray cushion plants from a variety of plant families, all
adapted to the drought and grazing pressure The consequences of centuries of cutting for firewood
and overgrazmg were very clear. Nevegÿeless a varied floraÿ survaves for those who know where and
how to look as the pictures of alpines such as Ranunculus calandnnioides and Sarcocapnos
enneaphylla confirmed.

The Berbers' cleverly sited baked mud and stone buildings, blended beautifully into the
landscape. Their seemingly uncomphcated rural way of life is based on extremely sophisticated
imgation systems and some of the mule tracks were obviously considerable feats of engineering It
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was sad to see the crumbling state of the ancient kasbars but you can only marvel at the ingenuity of a
people who make doors from sardine tin templates!

Accommodation with intricate Moorish architecture that was furnished with richly coloured and
patterned carpets certainly contrasted with the tents on trek, as did the crowded market scenes with the
apparently empty views of the surrounding mountains

Stunning landscapes, colourful flowers, showy insects and a glimpse of a fascinating and
completely different culture were skilfully combined to make this a memorable evening.

Richard Brlnklow

ICELAND
Bede Pounder, Alban Houghton & Dorothy Fyffe

31 st October

This talk was given by three of our members who had visited Iceland on separate occasions
and told us about the splendid wildlife and landscape of the island

Bede gave a vivid account of Iceland's geology  Volcanic activity and plate tectonics,
resulting from its mid-Atlantic position, have shaped the landscape However, although there are lava
deserts, spectacular mountains and glaciers, the country also has softer greener parts Much of the
woodland has been lost since the arrival of Viking settlers a thousand years ago, but relics persist. We
saw images of mighty waterfalls, lakes and geysers and heard about the influence of the ice ages

Alban introduced us to the beautiful plant life of the island which is of particular interest to
anyone acquainted with the Scottish mountain flora Although there are only about 450 vascular plant
species, some of our special rarities such as tufted saxifrage (Saxlfraga caespttosa), Iceland
purslane (Koenigia islandica) and alpine catchfly (Lychnis alpina) are to be seen relatively frequently
Iceland also has some other arctic plants which are not known to occur in Scotland, such as northern
green orchid (Platanthera hyperborea), arctic poppy (Papaver radicatum), matted cassiope
( Casstope hypnoldes) and pyramidal saxifrage (Saxifraga cotyledon).

Dorothy concentrated on the fascinating bird life of Iceland studied on several visits, although
she showed slides of a variety of other wildlife Again we saw familiar faces (or beaks), but in different
settings and at different times of year. Some of our winter visitors such as pink-footed geese were
seen in summer and we were also made aware of the North American influence on the avÿfauna with
species such as Barrow's goldeneye

The talk was much appreciated and it seems likely that some of the audience will consider
visiting (or revisiting) this wonderful island that is not so very far away

Brian Balhnger

MILLS OBSERVATORY VISIT
16th November

We were hoping for a clear evening with lots of stars in the sky, but as we drove up the
driveway to the Observatory things were not looking too good. On arrival we were greeted by Dundee
City Astronomer Geoff Lashley. The sixteen anxious Nats in the entrance hall wondered if they were
going to be able to see anything at all We all then followed our guide up the stairs to the dome As
the dome opened we saw a clouded moon and then, amazingly, the clouds parted and the sky cleared
It was the first evening that week when star-gazing was possible

(b
OO

We queued to have a look through
the telescope which was focused on the
moon  I was amazed to see the craters and
bright streaks like shapes radiating across the
moon, and the brilliance of it all   After
everyone had seen the moon the telescope
was shifted onto Saturn, and this too was
unbelievable  We could really see the nng
around it and the very yellow colour  Then
we looked at Jupiter and its four Gallilean
moons - really wonderful
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We were then taken down to the planetarium where we all sat and looked upwards at a white
umbrella dome  The room was darkened and, Io and behold, the constellations of the northern
hemisphere appeared and were pointed out The famdtar shapes of the great bear, part of which is

commonly known as the plough, Orion, Cassiopaea and Gemini were seen - their pattern never
changes  It was explained that the earth on which we live ,s a planet, a globe almost 8,000 m,les in
diameter, which rotates around the sun The sun is a perfectly ordinary star but appears to be special
because it is so (relatively) close to the earth  We have to get used to immense distances and vast
spans of time ,n astronomy

There are eight other planets all moving round the sun  Earth takes one year to complete its
rotation while Mercury takes 88 days The four small solid planets, in order of distance from the sun,
are Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars  Beyond these are the four giant planets, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune - plus a little one, Pluto, which may not be a proper planet The earth spins on
its ax,s in roughly 24 hours, so the sky appears to move from east to west We are looking at the stars
from a moving platform

It was a most interesting evening and so much to take in  I, for one, w,II visit the observatory
again, I hope many times We have to thank our lucky stars that the clouds parted so tlmeouslyt

Margaret McLaren

AUTUMN PERAMBULATION - INVERGOWRIE
18th November

A few years back the Society had taken a gentle w, nter ramble round Invergowne Bay and
Kmgoodle and the weather had been fine  Would we be so lucky this time'ÿ A total of 22 eager
Naturahsts turned out and, after letting the pub know the numbers, off we went. Just over the bridge
from the station, the party paused to study the birds away out over the mud. It was low tide and there
was a good selection - many redshank, parties of oystercatchers, sohtary curlew, godwit, flocks of
smaller birds, probably dunlin but they were too far away to be certain, crows, the occasional mallard
and even one or two d,stant geese. The highlight of the day, however, lurked just around the next
corner! The leader had been along on a recce earlier in the mormng and had found some speamens
of great natural history interest. Just beside the broken-down flight of old wooden steps leading down
beside the boathouses was a nice clump of earth-stars (Geastrum triplex)  If only Dawe Stem could
have been with us He's been looking for earth-stars for years. Never mind, there'll always be a next
time

We continued on around the point, finding hordes of sandhoppers (Gammarus sp.) and sea
slaters (Ligia oceanica) under rocks around the high water mark, excellent food for the birds. In the
scrubby woodland at the point a fine ash tree diverted our attention. It carried a good cover of all the
significant lichens that we had been studying as part of the lichen survey Richard Brmklow gave us
all a qutck brush-up on our survey techniques! Our progress towards Kingood,e was marked by a
mistle thrush singing lustily high in the branches of a bare ash tree  To our left a small gaggle of
greylags plodded heav,ly over the mudflats away from us and small flocks of waders eagerly probed
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for morsels We stopped at the point of Kingoodle pÿer and tried to shelter from the now chill wind but
it was too cold to stay for long Some of the group spent a while exploring Kmgoodle quarry but others
made their way straight back up into Invergowne for the real highlight of the day - an excellent lunch m
the Invergowne Inn Another great day for the Natsr And to make it even better, the heavens opened
soon after we arrived It lashed down outside while we dealt with our own lashings inside - of hot food
and cool refreshments

Jim Cook

TREES IN PERTHSHIRE
Syd House 21st November

About 40 members were present to hear this talk on some of the remarkable trees to be found
m Perthshire, within easy reach of most of us  Mr House is a professional forester with the Forestry
Commission and has been conservator in Perthshire for 12 years  He is still obviously very
enthusiastic about his job and managed to convey this to his audience

We were shown a wonderful series of slides of many of the famous trees in the area, including
such venerable specimens as the Birnam Oak, with its Shakespearian connections; the Fortingall
Yew, which may be older than the pyramids; and the Pepperwell Oak m Methven Wood, which is also
known as Wallace's Oak and may be over 500 years old

Many of the largest trees in the area are relatively recent introductions, mostly from North
America m the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the result of plant hunting expeditions by
such as Dawd Douglas, Archibald Menzles, John Jeffrey and Patrick Matthew Trees from the Pacific
North-west grow particularly well m Scotland, and particularly m Perthshire, and the reputedly tallest
tree in Britain is a Douglas fir at the Hermitage, near Dunkeld  This has been measured at 212ft
though there are other broader and strmghter specimens in the area  The tallest sitka spruce, at
202ft, is m Strathearn, and the broadest tree, a redwood, is to be found at Clunle gardens.

The Dukes of Atholl have been particularly important m the development of forestry and
planting in the area. In 1738 the 2nd Duke introduced European larch from the Tyrol and planted
trees at Dunkeld  These 'mother trees' then provided seed for further plantings by the 3rd Duke.

However, the 4th Duke probably had
most influence as a forester  He
planted nine thousand acres 'for
beauty,  effect  and  profit'  and
became known as the 'Planting
Duke' for his efforts  It was this
Duke who planted Diana's Grove at
Blmr Castle and who used such
innovative  techniques  as  firing
cones  from  cannon  to  plant
inaccessible chff faces on the estate.

We were shown a slide of a
larch at Dunkeld with a broad base
to the trunk, known as a pedestal
larch  The explanahon given for
this strange and unnatural shape
was given as the reachon of the
roots to being damaged by stones
when  hfted for the winter and
replanted m summer (Jean Pollard

later drew my attention to some mformahon she had researched on this pecuhar form  It was
suggested that the larch had originally been considered not to be hardy, and it was thus grown m a pot
to be kept indoors in winter The pedestal is the result of the formerly pot bound roots maintaining their
twisted shapes when planted out Ed )

Mr House then drew the talk to a close by drawing our attenhon to the major part trees, both
nahve and introduced, have on the local landscape, especially from their autumn colour and for
conservahon value Many of the places shown were already famdlar to most of those present, but this
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talk should encourage us to go and visit or revisit many of them with our eyes opened to the history of
the area and that of the trees themselves

Anne Reid

SCOTLAND'S FORGOTTEN NATURALIST
WILLIAM MACGILLIVRAY

Dr Bob Ralph 5th December

They don't make 'em hke they used to  In 1818, Wÿlham MacGdhvray walked from Aberdeen
to London via Ben Nevls in order to research the British Museum collection of bird skins. Each mght
on his 8 week trip he recorded everything ammal, vegetable and human that he saw - he was less than
complimentary about Glasweglans The resultant volume contained over 60,000 words Of course,
long-distance walks were not unusual 200 years ago - as a student, William regularly walked from his
Harris home to Aberdeen University A superNat indee!!

MacGiIhvray was one of Scotland's greatest naturahsts, wildlife artists and ormthologlsts Born
m Aberdeen, he was brought up by his uncle in Harris, where he was sent when he was three. He
married a Harris girl, Marion MacAskill, with whom he had 13 children

From his humble background, MacGillivray became a journalist, editor, curator of three major
museums, author of more than 20 books, a talented wildhfe painter and for the last eleven years of his
life, the RegJus Professor of Natural History at Aberdeen University.

In 1827, whilst he was the curator of the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of
Edinburgh, he met the great American bird painter John James Audubon, whose paintings, it must be
sa,d, are superior to MacGdhvray's  They became great friends and MacGillivray was asked to write
the 5 volume descriptive text to Audubon's monumental 'Birds of America' He was paid 5 shdlings for
each species described. He used Audubon's notes for the text and never wslted America  Audubon
honoured him by naming a Montana migrant, MacGillivray's warbler, after his friend The skin of this
bird and other American species sent to the RegJus Professor are stdl in the Zoology Museum m
Aberdeen  Imtially, the illustrahons for 'Birds of America' were engraved m Edinburgh and comprtse
500 life-size paintings. A set was recently sold for $9m

His own massive five volume 'H,story of British Birds' makes MacGdlivray a founding father of
both North American and British modern ormthology However, his m,sgulded attempt to classify birds
by comparing the,r carefully dissected guts was doomed to fadure

Dr Bob Ralph of Aberdeen Umverslty gave the Society a most entertaining talk on this
remarkable man. He is a master of his subject hawng edited Wdliam MacGiIhvray's journals and
written biographies, including the beautifully dlustrated, 'Creatures of Air, Land and Sea' (1999, hard
and paperback edlhons available)

Alban Houghton

Footnote: A Dundee Nats group (led by Jim Cook) visited the Outer Hebrides in 1996, the bicentenary
of MacGdlivray's birth, and was fortunate in seeing both an exhibition of his beautiful bird paintings and
the wildlife and scenery that respired him

CARSEGOWNIEMUIR - HARD WORK AND FUN
Margaret Duncan and Jim Cook 19th December

Bede Pounder introduced the speakers, though to most of us they needed httle introduction,
being very active members  Margaret told how, after the Tree Group had been offered the former
quarry at Carsegowmemulr as a tree planting project, but being a rather large undertaking for a small
group, the task was then offered to the Nats who started planting in 1986  The area covered by the
project ,s about ten acres, containing one large pond and four smaller ones  The smallholdmg is
owned by Lorraine and Ronme Young  Most of the trees planted are native species, including some
from Birnam Oak acorns
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Jim told of the many
problems     encountered,
including  the  very  stony
terrain,    the    profuse
willowherb and the ravages
of the numerous rabbits
This last was overcome by
the creation of a number of
exclosures which proved to
be successful   To date,
over 1200 trees have been
planted, and though survival
was not so good tn the early
days, there are now just
over  1000  hvmg  trees
Species  planted  include
Scots pine, ash, rowan,
hawthorn, apple, birch and
oak, including three Turkey
oaks which were planted by
mistake in the early daysW                                            )
Lists have been compded of all known plants, fungi, mammals, btrds, insects, pond hfe and other living
things  Notable species seen include adder's tongue fern, buzzard, kestrel, common blue and
ringlet butterflies and the edtble wood blewit fungus

The vote of thanks was given by Gordon Maxwell who added thanks to all who had contributed
to the proJect m various ways over the years, but espectally to those who had done the bulk of the
backbreaking work Both Margaret and Jim were thanked for thts insight into the work involved at the
quarry and for their fine shdes

Between speakers, a humorous poem by Jenny Allan relating to Carsegowmemuir, was read
out by Doug Palmer Thts was gtven a very warm welcome and is printed below. The lecture was
followed by the eagerly anticipated Christmas fare, once again kindly provided by our able baking
ladles

Gordon Maxwell

The Ballad of Carsegowniemuir

November 8th dawned dretch and cauld
But DNS members baJth young and auld,
Pit oan thetr wellies an woolly claes,
And went tae plant trees oan Carsegowntemutr Braes

"Throo dub and mire" oor stalwart band,
Picks, shovels, wire and stakes in hand,
Toiled on wl' arboreal hopes,
O' oak, rowan, birch and pine clad slopes

Oor gaffer Maggie fmr made us work,
Ay dlggm' holes tn mud and murk,
Twlstm' wtre 'hll the hands were bleeding,
Tae keep thae bunnies aff the seedhngs

A band o' shooters wt' their guns,
Were Iookm' fur game that flees or runs
Wt' a' the dm nae need tae worry,
There wtz nae quarry m the quarryt
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Nae furry mammel nor feathered fowl
Tae blast away at - fair made them scowl
'Till the leader o' the shooters satd,
"We'll shoot yon reid-helded ym instea!!"

When lunchtime came oor merry band,
Sat doon wl' snacks an flasks in hand.
Thae Allans on hot food wld dine,
Fried up a feast wash't doon wi' wine

The day wore on, Nats grew fell tired,
The trees a' labelled, staked and wired,
Measured, recorded, watered, admired,
The roots in poly bags attired

At last the task wlz a' completed,
An ane by ane the Nats retreated
Some went hame tae warmth and grub,
But other yms went tae the nearest publ

Jenny Allan 1987

MEMBERS' ARTICLES 2000

INTERESTING RECORDS 2000

Any member is most welcome to submit individual records of natural history interest for this
comp:latlon Unusual or interesting slghtmgs are welcome at any time of year - write it down and send
it inÿ Other members hke to know what Is about.

Each entry is followed by the initials of the recorder

Brian Allan          BA          Bob McCurley        BM
Jim Cook           JC           Margaret McLaren    MM
K Douglas           KD          Bob McLeod         BMcL
Dorothy Fyffe        DF          Anne Reid           AR
Alban Houghton      AH          Cohn Reid           CR
Gordon Maxwell      GM

9th January Tawny owl seen, m car headlights, sitting on fence post near Carmylhe, about 6pm JC
9th January Two golden eagles seen on the way to Glendoll, near Rottal Lodge Four buzzards

also seen in the same area About 50 red deer m Corne Fee and a bullfinch seen at the
edge of the forest ÿn the come GM

16th January Short-eared owl on roadside drystane dyke, about 5pm near Letham, Angus JC
21st January The chddren requested that I wake them to wew a total eclipse of the moon

The period of totality was between 4.06am and 5 23am so we duly got up at 5 10 and saw the
dull orange disc of the echpsed moon In a beautiful clear starht sky After seeing a very bright
crescent reappear we all went back to bed at 5 401 Much of Britain was apparently cloudy and
missed out AR

21st January First snowdrop in flower in garden in Broughty Ferry. JC.
24th January A cold sunny day at Balgawes Loch gave me wonderful wews of no less than ten

bullfinches, eight of them males in full splendour Two roe deer were also seen, from the
hide, grazing on the opposite bank AR

25th January A fox reported by a friend near the water tower at Templeton Reports of urban foxes
m Dundee would be interesting GM
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12th February A covey of about 15 red-legged partridges at the roadside a few mdes from Letham
(Angus) I have never seen so many partridges of any sort together These ones crossed the
road in ones and twos after I stopped to look, and scurried off across the field towards a ditch.
AR

15th February First stirrings of dawn chorus heard on waking up at about 3am, a robin and a
dunnock but no song thrush - which always has been the first and finest songster in previous
yearsV JC

17th February Imtially a fox which startled two deer, then half an hour later
four roe deer - all from the hide at Balgavves Loch again AR

19th February 19 snow buntings at KirnemuJr BM.
20th February Five waxwings near radway and a snow bunting at the

mouth of the Barry Burn, both Carnoustie DF
7th March A hoodie crow seen at St Cyrus. AH
12th March A pair of peregrines displaying on chffs at St Cyrus and a

school of about six dolphins seen off the point at the east end of the
beach GM

14th March Buzzard being mobbed by crows, quite low, over A92 near
where tt crosses the Dtghty These magmficent birds are becoming
increasingly common on the eastern fringes of Dundee and are now
seen very regularly on this stretch between Claypots and Momfieth BA

8th April 22 yellowhammers m Cratgmdl Den, Carnoustie BM
20th April Above house at Foggyley Gardens, a kestrel benng hamed by an oystercatcher The

kestrel broke off the contest after about two minutes GM
23rd April Hedgehog m garden, Broughty Ferry Very early. JC
4th May Two common lizards near Craig a'Barns, Dunkeld and a pearl bordered fritillary nearby

A warm day for May GM
6th May A sunny day near Campste Lmn Three bee flies (Bombyhus major), solitary mining bees

on the path, a ruby tiger moth and many orange tip butterflies, mostly males GM
7th May A garden warbler staging, at Powmouth. BM
15th May To the north of Auchterhouse Hill on another warm sunny day- about 12 green hairstreak

butterflies, two large red damselflies and stx emperor moths m fhght. GM
20th May A grey squirrel ran up a nenghbour's drive opposite The first and only, so far, seen by us

in Momfieth CR
24th May 14 shelduck counted on mudflats between Tayport and Tentsmum Two small coppers

and an orange tip seen on woodland path nearby GM
25th May An orange tip seen close to Auchterhouse. A new record for me for this area GM
28th May On the approach road to Binn Hill, Glenfarg, a colony of sticky catchfly (Lychnis viscaria)

was found flowerang on a large, near perpendicular, rock slab Around the flowers hovered
about a dozen orange tip butterflies, all male KD

29th May A male roe deer crossed the road in front of the bus at 7.30am on Dundee Road West,
West Ferry, near the Craigie circle It retreated, startled, into the shrubbery on the south stde
of the road CR

12th June 54 little gulls on Denfind Pond, Montkte Country Park BM.
18th June A walk to Loch nan Cat below Ben Lawers with D Stein,

D.Palmer and N Middleton produced a record of a clouded
yellow butterfly on the lower slopes Also many pearl
bordered fritillaries, a chimney sweeper moth, an oil
beetle (Me/oe proscarabeus) and plentiful dwarf cornel in
the heather near the Ioch GM

18th June An adder seen nn Glen Lethnot. BM
25th June Two large (Aeshna sp ) dragonflies on approach to

Corne Fee Davie Stem found a clouded yellow butterfly
whuch was pursued and photographed GM

2nd July One, possibly two, clouded yellows at St Cyrus on grassy      "bÿ,ÿ[ Cÿr,ÿ_X.
dunes Also plenty of other butterfhes including a painted
lady and a range of btrds GM

12th July A colony of northern brown argus butterflies on Ark Hill m the Stdlaws, near the stte of
the proposed wind farm Other species seen - ringlet, small heath, common blue, meadow
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brown, green veined white, dark green fritillary, small
pearl bordered fritillary, large white and painted lady GM

15th July Late m the evenmg a magpie moth flew into the kttchen
It then dtsappeared, but was found =n the fndge the next
morning After warming up it was released and flew gift MM

16th July Four golden ringed dragonflies patrolling a forest ride
near the top of Cratgower Hdl, Pttlochry Thts is Britain's
largest dragonfly and a splendid sight GM

16th July Nine dotterel seen on an Angus Munro BM
26th July A school of about seven dolphins at Carhngheugh Bay

clear of the water and remamed in the     Moÿp{,.. N ccfÿ.They frequently jumped
bay for over an hour. GM

,..jÿ

6th August A large and healthy hare seen m the late evening on the back road past Aberlemno, near
CarsegowmemuJr JC.

10th August Large dragonfly (Aeshnajuncea) on heather to rear of Auchterhouse Htll GM
18th August Two firsts for me at Latrd's Loch - a peacock butterfly to the west of the Ioch, on

raspberry and a six-spot burnet moth nearby Ruddy ducks and dabchicks on the Ioch
GM

20th August A four spot chaser dragonfly (Libellula quadnmaculata) seen tn reeds close to the
ponds at Barry Buddon (See article on p 37) JC

26th August At the Btrks of Aberfeldy, while trymg to photograph a common lizard on a sunny dyke,
a peacock butterfly landed a few mches from it. I was so surprised that I dtdn't get
photographs of either Thts ts the farthest north that I have seen a peacock GM

3rd September Four buzzards seen flying over Wdsteed's Wood, by Carsegowmemutr Quarry,
during the afternoon. Perhaps the mated pair and two offspring? JC.

9th September A whitethroat seen brtefly in the garden, Monifieth New garden record. AR.
12th September Three butterfly species sunnmg themselves on the house wall and a buddleia bush,

Broughty Ferry - a red admiral, two small tortoiseshells and a peacock JC
16th September 23 red admirals and 17 small tortoiseshells on buddleia at Edzell Castle A

memorable stghtt MM
29th September Peacock butterfly seen at Kmshaldy during recce for fungus foray Obviously a

good year for thts butterfly GM.
30th September A firecrest seen at Mains of Usan, near Montrose. BM.
7th October A goldcrest was heard staging and then popped out of a Lawson's cypress (yes, they

do have their uses) on the garden, Broughty Ferry It was very tame and displayed itself at
very close range, only two to three metres distant, before flying off. Probably tt was a very
recent migrant from Scandmawa JC

8th October The thin 'tsip-tstp' calls of redwings flymg over Broughty Ferry was heard m the evenmg
at about 10pm JC

13th October A red squirrel near PttmuJes Garden and a stoat near Aberlemno, seen while drivmg
to Carsegowmemulr AR.

14th October Numerous ladybirds (mostly 7-spot but a few 2-spot) found congregating on a variety
of trees m the west end of Dundee JC

24th October A late red admiral to rear of my house, on wall GM
26th October Many 18-spot ladybirds on sycamore trees on Moncrteffe Hill near Bridge of Earn

Found a roe deer trapped by hind leg on a fence near top of hill Concerted efforts with the
help of Doug and Davte released iÿ after a half hour struggle On our return to the car, as
darkness fell, we were treated to the unusual stght of hundred of rooks milhng around thetr
roosting site with much norse Vartous reasons were forwarded for the kerfuffle none of them
conwncing GM.

12th November A flock of nme house martins seen flymg over
Carsegowntemuir Cottage headmg south east Surely very late to be
starting migration? JC

19th November Both a fox and a stoat, reported by the Youngs, near
Carsegowmemuir Cottage in the prewous week JC

25th November A red kite reported seen on the ground in a field near
Montreathmont Forest, Angus, by Ronnie Young of Carsegowniemuir JC.

3rd December Tawny owl calling from Wllsteed's Wood, just south of
Carsegowntemulr quarry, at 4pm just as dusk was falling JC.
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10th December Another tawny owl called a few times from trees in
Albany Road, Broughty Ferry at dusk JC

12th December A blackcap on my blrdtable, Broughty Ferry, at 8 15am
A first for me in this garden JC.

21st December Between 200 and 300 chaffinches at the roadside and
on wires, on the road from Auchterhouse to Scotston Farm There
were some grain fields nearby which had not been harvested
because of the wet weather BMcL.

BLAC I<c  p

A WONDERFUL WOODPECKER
5th March

We were walking along beside the busy coast road near Kinghorn when Gordon, looking up,
said "There's a magpie". He'd seen it flitting from one tree to the next further along We all stopped
and peered up into the leafless branches "1 can't see it behind that branch", Davle muttered and Doug
agreed. But it wasn't a magpie  Even better, there was a great spotted woodpecker in the tree
above us, only yards from the road

The bird didn't stay long  Its typical bounding flight carried it quickly into the garden just over
the wall  An ash tree directly opposite us carried a large dead branch and the woodpecker
concentrated on the bark The bird didn't seem concerned about us at all, less than 30m away, and
kept chipping off large chunks of bark We could see the pieces flying off and then the bird would stop
to pÿck up a morsel  Perhaps it was the roar of the traffic that masked our sounds and movements; it
was so noisy that we couldn't hear a thing, not even the bird rapping on the wood

The obliging woodpecker afforded us excellent views, though, both to the naked eye and
through binoculars - the stiff tall and wide spread toes, its black and white wings and bright red flash
underneath, with the cross shape on the nape of the neck SuperbW

What the passing motorists thought, who knows'ÿ Nobody stopped and we weren't arrested,
but I bet some of them are still talking about us  If you saw four figures hanging rapt over the wall,
don't worry, it was only us - thoroughly engrossed in a wonderful spectaclel

Jim Cook

TREE PLANTING

For those members who have laboured at Carsegowmemulr Quarry Nature Reserve the
following extracts from a book by an expert gardener who works under extreme conditions in Glen
Shee seem particularly relevant  I found reassurance, amusement and useful advice here

Margaret Duncan

QUOTES FROM "SOME BRANCH AGAINST THE SKY"
By Geoffrey Dutton (with permission from the author)

Planting
The site is ice-plucked rock- including both acid schists and quartzite, and basic hornblende
and serpentine - over which meltwater from the vanishing glacier poured boulders and rock
fragments of all sizes, packing them together with fine slit  In some places bedrock Js only
a couple of inches below black mor, in others, brown earths stuffed with rubble go down 20
inches.  Digging a hole Js therefore a considerable task  tree roots also hold the debris.
An ordinary spade will not dig amongst such repellent confusion, or even penetrate the thick
turf so often above it  So I have the blade of a strong-shafted spade shaped to a point (an
ace of spades) and its edge sharpened, it can then slice through turf or tussock, be driven
firmly into the jam, and prise out the first stones  Working it about loosens the rest, which
are scooped, or heaved, out  Interfering roots are cut with root pruners or chopped with the
adze of a mattock   A mattock is good for breaking up steep ground, a spade being
inefficient above knee level.
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To lever out large boulders a pinch bar ÿs needed  You soon learn from the sound of a
boulder when struck how firmly and deeply it Is embedded  If too large to be unearthed, a
sledgehammer may disintegrate it, again, you learn from the sound if, and where, you can
profitably strike.   You only become aware of your accumulated skill in these esoter,c
matters by observing the blood, sweat and tears of some unproductive Hercules.

Clearly, holes cannot be large, six inches beyond the rootball often has to do  To assist
root spread the undug area around the edge is loosened as widely as possible.
Where a tough shrub has to be set amongst others whose roots resent cutting (junipers) it is
planted directly on the turf, this turf mat is screefed, roots are spread across it, sod heaped
above a stone laid to hold the dumpling together  Prickly mulches keep off blackbirds and
pheasants.   After a couple of seasons the new shrub is on speaking terms with its
ne,ghbours, having woven itself into the common root mesh  I water all new plantings once
growth beg,ns in spring for two years after

Juniper seedhngs are very difficult to move.  At 2" high Jt may have a 1-foot root and
damage kills it  For germ,natlng juniper I use a very dry gritty medium and bonemeal; pot
on spring and autumn until 1 foot tall (after some 2 - 3 years this method) and then plant out
on grit ,n full light and bonemeal them regularly  They then do well - Jf away from existing
old juniper which seem to transfer fatal stem and/or needle diseases.

Hazel seedlings are collected every autumn     They transplant well with
superphosphate
Ash seedhngs need good soil to develop
Hazel soon gives up without reasonable light and fertility.
A wet September is ideal for mowng evergreens
All moved trees receive good mulches for the next two seasons and kept free of grass

added

Favounte trees for rabbÿts to rabble
Laburnum, holly, ash, willow, young hazel; then rowan, broom and as a last resort young
bitter birch
Anything is taken, it seems, except pieces of swede or carrot left out as a lure

Preventln.q vole dama.qe - two storeys of cat-food tins

GREAT GREY SHRIKE
12th March

Bob (McCurley, of course, who else?) had said that it would be about a mile further up the glen
from Tarfs,de, probably on a tree or the power lines  We stopped beside a small group armed with
binoculars and telescopes and looked along the wires  And there it
wasW  In the distance was a characteristic grey shape, typ,cally
perched on a high w,re  Dorothy and Doris hurried to bring their
telescopes ,nto action while I drank in the sight through binoculars
We all turned to move into a good position and  . nothing The bird
had disappeared! Disasterl! Oh, no, don't say that was all we were
going to see  " Don't panlcl" someone muttered, " It'll be back in a
minute"

But the shrike never reappeared. We waited patiently, and
then not so patiently, for over an hour but not a grey feather to be
seen The whole group scanned every wire, every tree, every bush.
Not a sign Where was it'ÿ We all had visions of the bird being well
on its way back to Europe Obv,ously Jt had taken one look at us and
decided to start its mlgrationW Other birders began to drift away untd
only a few hardy - perhaps foolhardy - individuals were left

We weren't sure of our own category but reluctantly decided
to try our luck further up the glen  There was plenty of interest and
we had a pleasant lunch beside the river but there was not a trace of
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the btrd m question Studying every tree and telephone hne, we drove back slowly down the road and
then saw a couple standing at the roadstde staring into the distance  Ever curious, and hopeful, we
asked what they were looking at  "Oh", came the reply, "there was a great grey shrike here only a
moment ago" Bingot We all plied out and set up again There m a scraggy birch about 300m away -
too far for binoculars but fine for a telescope - was THE BIRD

Obvtously that's what it had done before  Gone and hÿdden m a tree, the ####! The shrike
dropped down out of sight for an instant and then, obhgmgly this time, reappeared on the cable much
closer to us Eventually it approached within about 50 - 60m and presented us all with excellent vtews
the powerful, slightly hooked beak, the 'robber mask' of the eye-stripe and the wonderful grey plumage
A magmflcent bird, well worth the long drive and the nail-biting wait

Jim Cook

MAY WEEKEND - BEN & GLEN

It was Friday 28t" April and the prospect of a fine weekend in Skye beckoned us away from the
east coast haar On a detour to Glen Qumch, the first of many cuckoos announced ttself Their
msÿstent calhng and the 'whickenng' of common sandpipers were prominent m the dawn chorus a few
days later

Next day m Glen Brittle, the torrent of willow warbler song was joined by that of other
common warblers From the bright spnng flowers and the clean green of the new birch leaves
nearby, one's gaze was drawn upward to the heavens - a deepest blue sky above the peaks On the
Skye ridge a flock of snow buntings twtttered by and an opportumstlc common gull came for
sandw=ch tJtbtts Rum and Eÿgg floated m the sea to the south and I dtdn't have my camerat

As we returned on the wee ferry to Elgol, a great northern diver was camed along by the ttdal
race A pair of black-throated divers fished just off the shore of Loch Cluanie as speeding cars

hurtled by On the lower slopes, golden
plover peeped their lonesome notes.
Ptarmigan burped their cunous call and
three dotterel scuttled away on the rocky
heights above  There were plenty of
common lizards on the htll and a passing
Frenchman remarked that he had seen a
basking adder by Loch Affnc Down tn the
glen, doomed frogspawn lay stranded tn

/,ÿk--rtÿ=.ÿL ÿ,wÿ-                  dry wayside pools

Later, male ring ouzels were fluting
thetr terntonal claims to the rocky corries of Glen Shtell A quick chase would see off an intruder if the
warning song was ineffective. Inewtably, there was another sign of a west coast summer - a few
swarms of biting female midges appeared in the warm, stdl conditions.

Alban Houghton

MISTAKEN IDENTITY?

On the sunny afternoon of June 7th, whde enjoying a short break tn the garden, I became
aware of two Nymphalid butterflies flying as a pair in the chaottc manner characteristic of all
butterfhes  I was surpnsed when I recogmsed, from the occasional htgh-speed ghdes, that one of the
pmr was a peacock busily chasing the other, which soon showed the wing patterns of a red admiral
This was doubly surpnsmg, and more so when, after losing sight of the pmr for a few moments, I
nottced them clinging together on a whfte wall The red admiral was clinging to the wall surface and
the peacock was on the rear part of the admiral's back; both facing the same way Unfortunately, the
pair disappeared as soon as I rushed indoors to fetch a camera

Had I been w=tnessmg a territonal combat, or was it something much more obvtous, but wÿth
the peacock exh=bltmg a woeful lack of sktll at spectes tdentlflcatton?

Bede Pounder
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THERE BE MERMAIDS  ..........

And today I am going to find one.
It is a fine morning in early August and I stroll through the narrow, flower bedecked, streets of

St Ives, past the Tate Gallery (a similar shaped replacement for the gasworks), past the surfers
dancing on the waves, to join the Cornish Coastal Path heading west  My goal is the httle village of
Zennor, over six miles of ups and downs along a path kept by the National Trust in a very natural way

Soon the town is out of sight and now, with only the sea on my right and the land sloping
steeply on the left, I follow the coasthne, sometimes at shore level, sometimes halfway up the slope
and ever changing. There are common seals below and cormorants on the rocks. Butterflies of
every hue flit about  I recogmse a gatekeeper, brown and orange, and I am so intent on watching it
that I fall into a ditch Fortunately the ditch is dry, no damage .. and nobody saw me!

The high bank is swathed purple and gold with heather and gorse  Patches of red bartsia
and brown knapweed add to the richness  Sparkling streams tumble down small gorges forming
pools where dragonflies and damselflies dart between royal ferns and bright orange montbretia
Skirting a badger's sett, a final climb to the chff top brings me to Mermaid Cove The gorse up here
is brushed with dodder

Now I see the village of Zennor surrounded by the ancient field pattern laid down by the first
farmers who settled here thousands of years ago. Most of these tiny fields are grazed but one has a

few stooks of corn, hand cut because the base rock protrudes here
and there

Zennor consists of a farm, the church, a pub, a folk museum,
a few cottages and a very superior hostel for back-packers This latter
does a good line in coffee and home baking, much appreciated. The
museum is interesting for there is a long history here but it is to the
church my footsteps lead, for this ÿs journey's end  .. or is it'ÿ
In the dim interior is my mermaid She is deeply carved into the side
of a small bench, or kneeler, and though very old is somehow
timeless She smdes her httle smde and keeps her secret Legend is
that a beautiful lady used to come to church to join m the staging  In
tÿme she roamed a local young man and they were never seen again,
though her staging was often heard down m the cove

But looking at her closely, she seems
famdlar  Her curving body and swlshy, fishy,
tad  The rings of her long curhng hair, her
mirror and her comb, even the troy cup of her
navel are all shapes I have seen carved in

another place. She is not of the sea but of the stone circles on the moor above
Zennor  She is a Meremald or Merrymaid or Marymald, a fertility figure, a
symbol of conhnuity.

The httle lady of Zennor is very much part of modern Cornwall, her
picture is seen everywhere She is a real pop star

Yes There be Mermaids

Marjorle Tennant

FOUR SPOT CHASER DRAGONFLY

One of the many hlghhghts of another successful Barry Buddon ouhng in August this year was
the sighting of a four spot chaser, a lovely male specimen This turned out to be the first ever record
for Barry Buddon making it even more memorable, and because of the dull day it remained stdl with
outstretched wings affording the many admirers great photographic opportunities

Because this sighting was so special I consulted my book on dragonfhes and found some
amazing facts relahng to this species The four spot chaser is widespread throughout much of Britain
but absent from many parts of NE England  It occurs m a wide range of habitats, including heathland
and moorland bogs, fens, canals and dykes, slow-flowing streams and even brackish waters. The
larvae hve among well-rotted plant detritus and they take two years to complete their development
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Emergence takes place on marginal
vegetation dunng early mormng m late
May and June, and the flight season
lasts through to mid August.

The four spot chaser is a
migratory species and vast swarms,
containing mllhons of insects, have been
recorded   In   continental   Europe
Migration Is a cyclical event occurring
every ten years or so. It is thought to be
brought about by a combination of mass
emergence, overcrowding and specific
weather conditions  and  is  possibly
triggered as a reaction to a parasitic
worm  Swarming behavwour m Britain ÿs
uncommon  but  the  species  is  a
wanderer and is often encountered far
from breeding sÿtes  Its abundance on
heathlands m the south of England
means that it is often preyed on by hobbies Will we be lucky enough to get another visit next yearÿ

Bob McCurley

SITTING PRETTY
14th August

It was a lovely mormng, at about ten minutes to rune, on the road close to the Dohty, just
below Catrd Park, and my eye just happened to catch sight of a pigeon sitting on the top of a tall
curved concrete lamp post  Not unusual, of course, but the next post
supported another and there on the third post was a heron Much more
unusual, but the bird didn't seem to think so  It was preening calmly,
totally unconcerned by the constant stream of traffic below or even by
the few pedestrians. Of course, none of the walkers looked up or the
bird may have become a little more ruffled by the presence of a human
being at such close range. I didn't have time to stay and watch but two
lamp posts further on there was an added bonus - a kestrel

I've seen a heron, presumably the same one, several tÿmes
since perched on different lamp posts along the road  The birds often
perch ÿn trees, after all, but not usually in such close contact with what
we laughingly call ciwhsatlon They like wdd places and this one always
looks totally relaxed Perhaps Jt has something

Jim Cook

SITTING TIGHT

I too have seen a heron on a lamp post along the stretch of road mentioned above, looking
slmdarly relaxed and at home  Observations elsewhere, mostly on the lower Dighty on my 'home
patch', suggest that if the heron has been roosting overmght it is hkely to stay in its tree even if you
walk more or less directly underneath  On an early mormng walk I wdl very often find a heron on the
same branch of an old ash tree, hunched up as if it is stdl asleep (do birds sleep?). Even when a heron
is standing m the Dighty or on the bank it will sometimes stay put, especially if I spot it soon enough to
walk past quietly and smoothly  I suspect that the herons on this stretch of the Dighty are fairly well
used to people and that some of them at least have the intelligence to see that any threat is reduced
by the full width of the very cold Dighty

Anne Reid
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A MOOSE LOOSE ABOOT THIS HOOSE

Living on the edge of Templeton Woods, I can hear the drumming of the greater spotted
woodpecker, an owl hooting at night and I heard a cuckoo one day in early summer S]ghtmgs of
treecreeper, bullfinch and red squirrel are almost guaranteed, and if I'm up early enough, roe deer
feeding in the adjacent field.

A great variety of wildlife also comes into the garden. In late spring I was distracted by the
high pitched sound of two very lively goldcrests, a pheasant strutted around for two weeks and
pipistrelle bats flew past the front door. We get almost dally visits from red squirrels - running along
the drystane dyke, flitting up and down the branches of the trees attacking the nut feeders and, when
they can't quite crack these, settling for the scraps of food on the lawn They scale the gable end of
the neighbour's house and stay there for ages, spreadeagled as if cragfast  Long tailed tits,
blackcap, siskin, goldfinch and jay come m to feed as well as the commoner species of garden bird

Summer is never short of surprises Each year buzzards put on a display, circling high above
the garden, usually an adult and two juveniles, sometimes just the adult being chased by gulls or
crows One day in August, a closer inspection of a bird of prey resulted in an unmistakable sighting of
a red kite The curlews fly past in the evenings, and the shrill call of the ubiquitous oystercatcher
can be heard at any time of the day and through the mght.

When a woodwasp flew onto my shoulder I froze, resisting the strong urge to do a war-dance
as it whtrred noisily mdlimetres from my ear Butterfly visits have included peacock, red admiral and
painted lady, and a silver-Y moth spent an afternoon m the apple tree

But I have had unwelcome wsÿtorsW Excitement at seeing
a sparrowhawk turned to dismay when I saw a bunch of
greenfinch feathers on the ground  And when Peter Elhs, who
was welcome, delivered a sack of peanuts to my house, httle did I
know that the fieldmice (woodmlce) were in for a treat  They
hijacked the store m the garden shed and munched voraciously
Not content with that, the little blighters found thear way into the
house and deposited their droppings all over the place, most
noticeably in a packet of wallpaper paste granules  The most
disconcerting thing was having to decant two bottles of French
wine down the sink, because they had gnawed away at the foil on
the bottle tops, leaving a bloody trail. I actually cornered one of
the mice m the pot cupboard, and before banging the hds to
frighten it off, I observed it for a few seconds  I have to say I
found it very appeahng - hke something out of a Beatnx Potter
illustration  However, cute as they are, I hope they don't return
next year

Joy Cammack /
(My mice are restricted, so far, to the garage where they sometimes munch the potatoes and thÿs
autumn, have gnawed holes through all the layers of some folded, heavy duty, polythene rubbish
sacks. In my parents' house mice chewed the cable of the burglar alarm, causing it to go off m the
middle of the mght - rather alarmmgl Ed )

SAVING WEST WOODS OF ETHIE

Dundee Tree Group has fmled to persuade the Woodland Trust to bid for the West Woods of
Ethle The group argued that this extensive wood alongside the Arbroath to Aberdeen road was umque
in the whole coastal plato to Peterhead, with its hundreds of areas of old beeches, birch and ash,
whde the felled areas of spruce were now sprouting native saphngs  Since the death of Colonel
Ohver, who welcomed v=s=tors to hÿs woods, the area was acquired by t=mber interests which removed
the large area of saleable timber, but since then little has been done The woods were advertised as
"suitable for development"  The Woodland Trust agreed that the woods were old, if not ancient, but
did not have a particularly high value for biodlverslty There was already a car park and pubhc access
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The intention seemed to be to allow the wood to naturahse, and there was no real evidence that the
benefits provided by the wood would be threatened even if it should change hands.

We are now mvestlgatmg the possibdity of a Tree Preservation Order to cover at least the
western section of old beeches Sadly the nearby town of Arbroath seems to have no environmental
society of any kind that might have made its voice known

Bob McLeod

THE MISLAID CUP

A thermos flask cup that had gone for a walk was returned with the following inscription

"1 was lost
But now I am found
So here's to a cup of coffee
The next time around "

Very anon (but her initials are MM)

What more =s there to be stud, apart from "my cup runneth over!"

Jim Cook

BOTANY AND BUTTERFLIES 2000

Having looked forward to the Millennium year with high hopes and expectations, how has it
turned out in practuce'ÿ Well, for myself, not badly really, m fact qumte good actually, made extra
special by my trip to Canada m May/June  The following observations refer to Tayside only, which,
despite the 'missing' month when I was m Canada, have been very rewarding.

In particular my butterfly year has been outstanding, wJth two species new to me - Scotch
argus and mountain ringlet In addltton I have four records for clouded yellow, two in Fife and two
in Angus This lovely migrant from southern Europe has had a good year (see also Corrie Fee page
21 and Diary page 32). I understand that it may now be breeding on the west coast as a friend of mine
has had several slghtmgs of it on the Isle of Arran, so perhaps it may be seen locally more often m the
future, let us hope so.

However, there were signs that this Millenmum year has been good for other migrant insects,
with numerous reports of humming-bird hawk moths, silver-Y moths and the four spot chaser

dragonfly (see page 37)  It has also been an excellent year
for peacock, painted lady and red admiral butterflies, also
largely migrant species
My personal tally of butterfhes for the Millenmum year totalled
18 in Tayslde, but I, once again, faded to see a green
hairstreak or orange tip in Angus. Ah well! There =s always
next year
An outing to Glen Shee in July produced some very exciting

slghtmgs for me on the botany front  With a lack of sunshine
on the day, and thus no butterflies, our full attention was turned
to botany  My well reformed companion introduced me to my
first sighting of dark red helleborine (Eplpactls atrorubens),

shining cranesbUl (Geranium lucidum), heath speedwell (Veronica officinalis), green spleenwort
(Asplenium viride), mountain everlasting (Antennana dioica), Scottish asphodel (Tofieldia pusllla),
holly fern (Polystichum Ionchitis), and, at long last, my first moonwort (Botrychium lunana).

On the Barry Buddon outing m August I at last caught up with gipsy wort (Lycopus europaeus)
and water dock (Rumex hydrolapathum) as well as the ever welcome adders tongue fern
(Ophioglossum vulgatum) All in all another memorable year on the natural history front making next
year eagerly looked forward to.

Bob McCurley
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TWISTERS
3rd September

We'd heavy rain earlier in the day and there had been only a few spots recently but the clouds
still hung heavy and black over the town  We were standing on the plastic bridge over the Tay at
Aberfeldy when Gordon suddenly exclaimed "Look at thatl" Above the hills to the south was a dark
cloud and there hanging out of the base, was a pale grey narrow
funnel  "It's a tornado" said Davte, and Doug added, hopefully,
"1 don't think it's coming this way"

Although it was very difficult to judge, the grey funnel
didn't actually touch the ground but hovered over the forest We
couldn't see any debris moving but the rotation of the water
vapour was visible Strictly speaking, the lack of contact with the
ground made the phenomenon a funnel cloud rather than a
tornado but it was spectacular to see nevertheless  It was the
first one that any of us had seen in Britain. Funnel clouds are
fairly unusual in Scotland but aren't that uncommon south of the
border• Perhaps we just don't notice many of theml

The funnel appeared to be roughly two miles from us in
the approximate direction of the Birks of Aberfeldy  From the
map, the estimated location would be about NN8546 We don't
know how long it had been going before it was seen, but the
funne asted for about fve m nutes and then gradually faded .ÿUL---ÿÿ-'ÿ,sJÿ
from wew back into the torn clouds above  A heavy shower of   ,.ÿ'ÿ7ÿ 'ÿ*.<ÿ;ÿ ' eÿ,
rain followed about 20 minutes later, giving us just enough time   +;ÿ7_ÿ-ÿ
to retreat to the pub!
Amazingly, I saw another funnel cloud two days later, at 6 10pm, directly over Dundee - another first.
Again, it didn't touch down but seemed to be much closer to the ground I estimate that the funnel was
located above Clepington Road, between Forfar Road and Old Glamis Road This one only lasted for
a couple of minutes• As I watched, the funnel narrowed and then broke up into a chain of small grey
areas, almost as if they were joined by a long string The grey areas then faded and merged into the
heavy cloud  The weather was similar to that of the previous occurrence A pall of dark clouds with
ragged bases hung over the city and a heavy shower had fallen earlier

I'd never seen one before and then twice in two daysl  We're sure having some strange
weather these days

Jim Cook

GARDEN TRIAL AND ERROR

Some years ago I was looking for garden plants to bloom in mid autumn after the colchicums,
and before the winter jasmine bridged the gap through to snowdrop time  Then I read about
Amaryllis belladonna, a South African relative of those grown as indoor plants here, sometimes called
Hippeastrum. "Only suitable for the mildest districts of the British Isles" the book said

Back then I didn't dodge challenges, so the large bulb was planted a foot deep, safe from
frosts, the leaves were protected with twigs and the long wait began. Year after year only leaves
came, and seeing the same plant blooming in the warm greenhouse at the Botanic Garden killed off
any remaining hope that mine would manage to do so in the open garden

However, thÿs autumn brought surprises  A fat bud lengthened to a three foot stem with a
large whorl of 11 flowers - not the pale pink of those in the Botanic Garden, but a hideous shocking
pink, clashing with the late October colours of its nelghbours and even shouting down its fellow
countrymen the nerines Global warming may have induced it to flower but =t wdl never look at home
m this northern latitude unless the chmate warms up so much that our familiar autumn becomes a
thing of the past

Anyone going to South Africa with spare room in the luggage?

Doreen Fraser
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HANGING BY A THREAD
24th September

We were sitting sheltering from light rain under an ash tree beside the River Garry, just north
of Pttlochry, and having a bite to eat. Our attention was attracted by a minute object hovering a few
metres in front of us It turned out to be a tiny green caterpillar. But how was a caterpillar of all things
able to hover in the alr'ÿ The answer was that it was hanging from a very fine silken thread On closer
examination the insect proved to be a sawfly larva  (Sawflies are a group of herbivorous insects

closely related to wasps and bees   They're very common but well
camouflaged and not so easily noticed )

This thread-producing behavlour is common The well fed larva
gradually lowers itself to the ground where it burrows and then pupates for the
winter, ready to emerge the next spring What was more surpnsmg was that
this particular caterpillar was lowering itself into a gravel bed beside the river,
presumably prone to flooding   Would ÿt ever be able to survive the
immersion

Looking around, we noticed another one even further out on the gravel
bed  A gentle breeze was wafting it away from the tree on its continuous
thread of silk When first seen the caterpillar was less than half a metre from
the ground but it gradually lowered itself down into the gravel  It soon
dtsappeared between the pebbles, to take tts chances wtth the water

What made us think, though, was the length of the thread  The
dtstance between the edge of the fohage and the caterpdlar was paced out, prowding an esttmated
distance of 30 metres from the tree Although it was impossible to make out the branch from which tt
was suspended, we think that the thread must have been at least 40 metres long. How could thts
quantity of thread be produced by a troy larva only about a centlmetre in length'ÿ

Jim Cook

ANGUS FOSSILS IN EDINBURGH

About a year ago (February 2000) we wstted the new Nattonal Museum of Scotland (NMS) ÿn
Edinburgh  Scotland's htstory ts treated chronologtcally, starting m the basement of the museum wtth
the geologtcal and palaeontological htstory Whde looking at some of the fossds we noticed that two
spectmens declared on the label "donated by Dundee Naturahsts Soctety" This could not be followed
up at the ttme, but eventually, tn the October hohday, I arranged to wstt the museum to mvesttgate our
Soctety's connection wtth fossds tn the NMS

Dr Roberta Paton, the Curator of Fossil Vertebrates at the NMS, very kindly prowded the
relevant reformation and showed us round the collections relating to the Nats  Some of the fossils
donated by DNS were gtven to the museum m 1956 for safekeeping, due to their importance, by Mr
Edwin Sturrock the President of DNS at the time. A further set was donated in 1967, and though in the
NMS catalogue they are also attributed to Mr Sturrock, they may have been in a DNS collectton m
Dundee Museum and again transferred for safekeeping.

The fossils concerned fall into two groups - fish and eurypterids (sea scorpions) - and were
all from various quames of the Lower Old Red Sandstone tn Angus and mostly found tn the late
nineteenth century These date from the Devonian age, about 400 mdhon years ago.

The fish belong to two fossil groups, the Agnathans (jawless fish) and Acanthodians and
many of the holdings in the NMS are pieces of spines or plates wÿth a few whole spectmens All are
of scientific importance, but some are not very exciting to the unmitiatedt The DNS fish spectmen on
pubhc dtsplay in the main gallery Is the fossil of two ventral plates of the jawless fish Pteraspis mitchelli
originally from Newtyle quarry  One of the most interesting fish m the gallery ts the only known
complete specimen of Turinia pagei (dated 1891) from Turin Hill, near to Carsegowniemufr  Though
not a DNS spectmen tt was probably obtained from Mr James Powne of Reswallie - a noted collector
of the time wtth DNS connecttons

The more tmpresstve DNS fossd on display tn the NMS ÿs that of a more or less complete,
large eurypterid, Pterygotus anglicus, over one metre =n length, from Carmylhe quarry   The
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counterpart 0mprmt) of this fossd is also displayed, in the
adjommg Royal Museum, as part of the world-wide collection
of euryptends

The quames mentioned Jn the collections are now
mostly worked out, so it is very unhkely that further specimens
will be found, though those of us who vfslt Carsegowmemuir
keep hoping to find something more exciting than Parka or
Psilophyton.

Dr Paton  was  most  helpful  and  showed  us
representative samples of the DNS material of the various
types tn their storage places throughout the museum  The
girls parttcularly enjoyed the apparently endless corridors of
the basement under the Royal Museum and the fact that we
eventually emerged through the kitchen arealJ  Our thanks
must go to Dr Paton for all her help tn reveahng another facet
m the history of Dundee Naturahsts' Society  Thts note has,
however, hardly scratched the surface of the wealth of
mformahon available on this fascmatmg aspect of the
Society's history and the characters involved. Anyone want to
write a Society Htstory'ÿ

Anne Retd

A NEW SPECIES OF SPIDER

I have the pleasure to announce to the world the discovery of a new spider species. There
have been a number of generattons of them over the years   I've been slow to make the
announcement but I wanted to be sure

It's a mysterious species and I've never actually
clapped my eyes on a single spectmen but I know they're
there   Each autumn, a phenomenon recurs  Every
morning, when 1 go out, there's a new spider's web
between the wing mirror and the side window of my car
Obviously the beast has taken up residence instde the
mirror casing. I hope tt's not too big  I wouldn't want a
great hmry thing to jump into my lap one day when the
window's open, apart from the dog, that ist

Sometimes I clear the web away but on other
mornings I take pÿty on the poor hard-working creature
and leave its efforts alone but tt makes no dtfference.

Every morning there's always a split new web, tdentical to the one on the prewous day. Don't you
think it deserves a name'ÿ

I propose to christen it the wing-mirror spider, Araneus speculus varo dexter, since Jt lives Jn
the right-hand mirror only  Perhaps you've got one as well - or, even one that hves in the left-hand
mÿrror, vat sinister Please let me know

Jim Cook
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As many of you will know, the Dundee Museums have a computedsed wildlife
database [Naturebase] which covers the local area.

We are always interested in obtaining any records for inclusion in this project.
They can be brought or sent to the museum as extracts from your field notebooks or on
one of our many recording forms. The computer is best at processing long lists of species
very quickly where details of Locality (with Grid reference), Date and Observer remain
constant. All records are welcome, and recording forms are always available at the
museum.

Further Information.-
Telephone 01382 432069 Dundee

City Council
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DUNDEE NATURALISTS' SOCIETY
SUMMER EXCURSION PROGRAMME - 2000

To join any of these excursions please contact Mrs, M. McLaren on 01382 779422

The Binn and Dunearn. Saturday 6th May. This is a circular walk to the summit of'The Binn',
a hill of crumbly lava derived from nearby volcanic vents, and overlooking Burntisland. The round
trip is about six miles in length and the highest point is about 103m (about 627 ft.). It is not a
difficult walk but the descent is fairly steep. Magnificent views over the Forth and surrounding
countryside make the climb to the top well worthwhile. The area has an interesting industrial
history and the lavas, inter-bedded with sandstone, have their own variety of flowers but these are
only suitable for viewing through binoculars.

Craighall Den. Tuesday 16th May. This is a typical lowland den with burn, mixed woodland and
the usual variety of flora and fauna. The sides of the den, which are of calcareous sandstone, can
be steep in places but the actual walk along the Den is easy. An old limekiln can be found at the
head of the Den. Meet at the small car park on the ring-road at 6.30pro.

Ayrshire Weekend. 2nd to 4th June. We are again staying in student accommodation on
the University Campus in Ayr. The itinerary will include a coastal walk at Dunure, (looking at
coastal wildlife and geology), a visit to Culzean Castle Country Park (woodland plants and birds)
the wildlife reserves at Auchalton (unusual calcareous grassland), and Shewelton sand pits
(interesting marsh plants, birds and insects). Visits to other sites may be included depending on the
time available and on the weather.

Forth & Clyde Canal. Saturday 10th June. Come and join us on this gentle stroll alongside the
Forth & Clyde Canal. The Canal works are interesting in their own right but the scenery and
land-forms provide a suitable setting for the excursion. We may expect to see a good variety of
birds and plants, the best of which - and well worth the effort of looking for it - is the Frogbit.
Look it up in your plant book before the trip!

The Lower Dighty. Tuesday 13th June. This is an evening walk which will explore the paths on both
sides of the Dighty Burn in Monifleth and Barnhill. Dippers are usually seen searching the waters
of the burn. A good variety of woodland birds and some interesting plants and insects can also be
found by the observant walker. Meet at Monifleth High School, Panmurefield Road, Monifieth at
7.00 pm Park on the street.

The Bass Rock. Saturday 24th June
Come and join us on this return trip to the Bass Rock to see (and photograph) the wonderful
colony of gannets, - so close that you may get your toes pecked by birds nesting at the side of the
paths. You will be able to get shots of birds nesting, birds in flight, birds squabbling and, possibly,
chicks. Apart from gannets you should see puffins, shags, and kittiwakes etc. A plant rare in
Scotland, but found on the Bass rock, is the tree mallow (Lavatera arborea). This plant is normally
only found in the south. It can grow to 3m high so check it out in your flower book before the trip
and see if you can spot it on the Rock. The crossing is at the discretion of the boat owner, Mr
Marl', and this depends on the weather and the swell but not the tide. The return fare is £5.00. If
you are interested in the trip please let Margaret McLaren know as soon as possible as Mr Mart
needs to know the number of people going on the boat by the end of Marc!!



Corrie Fee. (Glen Doll) Saturday 8th July This is a very interesting walk with its still obvious
post-glacial features. A recently built forestry path has made access much easier, avoiding many
steep and boggy areas. Part of Caenlochan nature reserve, it is rich in its variety of wildlife.
Golden eagles, buzzards, peregrines, etc. are not uncommon overhead, and lizards, newts and
frogs are common in the wet areas of the Corrie. Large Aeshna dragonflies are likely to be seen on
sunny days, plus a number of butterflies and moths. A 'resident' herd of red deer is usually present
but not obvious, (bring binoculars). The hardest part of this trip can be the return walk down the
glen on the narrow road from Braedownie to the Clova Hotel.

Brownie Wooÿ Tuesday 18th July. Brownie Wood near Gauldry has recently been bought by
Barbara and Brian Ballinger. It is a mixed wood with attractive views over the Tay and North Sea.
About 85 species of higher plants and 80 different fungi have been found so far Various mammals
have been seen including red and grey squirrels, roe deer, foxes and bats as well as a range of bird
species You are invited to visit this site to hear about its wildlife and the plans for its
management. Meet at the East Whale Lane (Allan Street) car park at 6.30pm.

Kinnaber. Saturday 5th August. This outing will take in a variety of habitats as we walk down the
wooded banks of the North Esk to the dune system at the river mouth. There are usually plenty of
birds, and dolphins have been seen in previous years. The dunes themselves have a wide variety of
interesting plants including Maiden Pink (Dianthus deltoides). We intend to finish the walk in
Montrose.

Rock - pool Ramble. Tuesday 15August
East Haven is one of our more interesting sea shores and well worth a visit at this time of year.
We will be following the ebbing tide to explore the many rock pools to look at the wide variety of
sea shore life to be found there. The underfoot conditions will be wet so wear footwear which can
tolerate these conditions without damage. Meet at East Haven car park at 6.30 pro.

Aberfeldy Fungus Foray Saturday 9th September. The autumn fungus foray this year will be
centred on the Birks of Aberfeldy. A walk well-known to the 'NATS', it is some time since it has
been combined with a fungus foray. Good for a variety of wildlife, birds, insects, and variety of
trees (not only birch), it is to be hoped that on the day a good crop of fungi is evident. This is
usually dependent on a previous spell of wet weather. Depending on the day, the abundance of
fungi, etc., an additional visit to Drummond I-fill near Kenmore is in the offing.
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Tuesday (& Thursday) Evening Excursions

These (unofficial) Tuesday evening sessions are open to all and will be devoted to the location,
observation and identification of all forms of wildlife - plants particularly, but birds, mammals,
insects, fungi and other life forms as the opportunities arise.

The meetings will start on site at 7pm, leaving Dundee at approximately 6.15 pm from the
Marketgait car park (close to the filling station). This carpark used to be known as the 'Allen
Street carpark' but is now, officially, the 'East Whale Lane carpark'. We will try to take as few
cars as possible but those without transport will be able to obtain lifts from others who meet there.

Obviously, the venues are very weather dependent and may be changed at short notice. Please
confirm if you intend to come, either at the meeting the previous week or by 'phone. (Evening -
Dundee 778311 or Dundee 834834 ext 5253 during the day).

Tuesday   16th May

Thursday   18th May

Tuesday   23rd

Tuesday   30th

Tuesday   6th June

Tuesday    13th

Thursday   15th

Tuesday   20th

Proposed venues (although suggestions are very welcome!)

Nats Outing to CraigmiU Den, Fife.

Trottick Ponds; followed (possibly) by Den o' Mains ponds & marsh;
meet at carpark, NO 406336, accessed off road beside Dighty.

Harecraigs, perhaps other near-by sites; meet at roadside car-bays just
over hump-backed bridge, at NO 438309.

Eastern Cemy., followed by Balgay Hill; meet at main entrance on the
Perth Road, NO 379297.

Vinny Den, Letham, meet at or near entrance, NO 534486.

Nats Outing to lower Dighty bum.

Carsegowniemuir Quarry, meet at cottage, NO 513546.

Easthaven beach and coastal sands; meet at carpark, NO 592363.

Please come complete with waterproof, windproof and warm clothing and boots (stout
shoes or wellies at the very least, not trainers), woolly hat, notebook & pen, identification guides,
magnifying glass, binocs., coffee, midgie repellent, 3 course dinner, etc., etc.!

(Remember also the other official Nats' Outings:

Tuesday    18th July    Brownie Wood, by The Gauldry, Fife,

Tuesday    15th August  Easthaven rockpool ramble.)

Hope you can come. See you all there!


